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) 1 EE9CEED1E95
2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Good morning, ladies and

/~ 3 gentlemen. This is the special prehearing conference in th e
(_3/

4 matter of the Consumers Power Company, Midland Pla nt Units 1
~

Sand 2, Dockets 50-329 and 50-330, on the issue of the order
.

6 modifying construction permits of the Acting Director of

7 Nuclear Regulation and the Director of Inspection
.

8 Enforcement dated December 6, 1979.

9 There was also a regular prehearing conference in

10the same matter, same dockets, with respect to operating

1111 cense proceeding.

12 These prehearing conferences were announced in the

13 Federal Register on July 31, 1980 at Item 45, Federal

O 14 Register page 5101.

15 Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Ivan Smith. I am

16the Chairman of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board,

17 presiding over these proceedings. I am an attorney.

18 To my right is Dr. Fred Cowan, whom some of you

19me t before at our earlier prehearing conference. Dr. Cowan

Mis a health physicist retired from Brookhaven National~

21La bora tory.
.

22 To my left is Mr. Gustav Linenberger, who is a

23 nuclear physicist. My Linenberger is employed in that i

(m
(_) 24 capacity f ull time with the Atomic Safety and Licensing

i

|

25B o ard panel. .|
|

|
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t Y
'/ 1 The notice of conferences required the attendancae

2of the various parties, petitioners and the attorney general
1

() 3presen t today.

4 I would like to call the roll and have the parties

51ntroduce themselves. 'Je will begin with you, Mr. Miller,
.

6 o the right.t

7 MR. MI1LER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman..

8 My name is Michael I. Miller, for the firm of

9ksham,LincolnCBeale, representing the licensee, Consumers

10 Power Company. With me at counsel table are Mr. Ronald G.

11Zamarin and Mr. Farnell of our office.

12 Sitting in the spectators area is Mr. James

13 Bru n ner . Jim, would you stand up please? Mr. Brunner is-

'

14 employed by Consumers Power Company. I believe he has

15 entered his appearance or will do so shortly. He will be

16 ap pea ring for the company, as well.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH I am familiar with Mr. Farne11's

18 filin gs , but I am not familiar with your filings, sir. Have

19you filed a notice of a ppearance?

~

20 MR. ZAMARINs Yes, I have.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 What is your name?
.

22 MR. ZAHARINs Zamarin. Z-a-m-a-r-i-n.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Paton.
O
\- 24 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, my name is William

25P a ton . I represent the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
|

(2) |
|

|
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(O 1With me today as co-counsel is Mr. Bradley Jones, and also,_)

2with us today is Darrell Hood, project manager for the

(~s 3 Midland facility. Mr. Hood is seated right behind me, and
w)

4behind Mr. Hood is Mr. Lyman Heller, Division of

5 Engineering, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH You have already been advised

7 hat Ms. Stamiris and Ms. Warren are present.t.

8 MS. STAMIRIS I am Barbara Stamiris. I am an

91ntervenor representing myself.

10 MS. WARRENS I am Sharon Warren from Midland, an

111ntervenor representing myself.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: There were others directed to

13 a p p ea r . I would like to call the roll.

[/,

*- 14 Is Patrick A. Rais present?

15 (No response.)

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is Sander D. Rist, R-1-s-t,

17 pres en t ?

18 (No response.)

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is Miss St. Clair present?

|
20 (No response.) l

~

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH Is counsel for any of these
.

22 people that I am calling present?

23 (No response.)

() 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is William Divido present?

25 (No response.)

(m.kY

~

1
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O''- 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH Is George Wilson, Sr. present?

2 (No response.)

(]) 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have mislaid my third sheet of

4 appearances here. Is the attorney general of Michigan here

Sor represented?
.

6 (No response.)

. 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Marshall, Wendell Marshall?

8 MR. MARSHALL Present. And yes, that is Mary St.

9 Clair who you just called.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Good morning, Ms. St. Clair.

11 Is Carol Gilbert present?

12 (No response.)

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Jerry R. Miller?

1-4 (No response.)

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Michael A. Rais.

16 (No response.)

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If I could call upon anybody

18present who may be f amiliar with the absent persons, if you

19 notice that they have come in, would you bring it to are

~

20 attention, please? We would like to notice their appearance.

21 Before we get into the stated business of the
.

22preh earing conferences, are there any preliminary matters

23th a t any party would like to bring to the Board's attention?
/^\
\'' 24 (No response.)

25 Then the first item that_I have on the agenda,
!
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.n
I) 1 which is, incidentally, a rather unstructured one, is a

2 specific discussion of the revised contentions. There was a

r~s 3 telephone conference call last week.
'(/

4 MS. ST. CLAIRs Mr. Chairman, are we having

511mited appearances today?
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No, ma'am. There was a telephone

. 7 conf erence call last week in which the Board was informed

8thet there would be a meeting among counsel for the

9 Applicant, counsel for NRC staff, and Mrs. Stamiris, who

10would also be reprerenting Mrs. Warren. Apparently that

11 meeting took place, because last evening at our motel we

12were provided with revised contentions for both of those

131ntervenors and a statement setting forth the position of
O
V 14the Applicant or licensee, as the case may be, and the NRC

15sta f f .

16 I propose if no one objects that we follow the

17 sequence of first discussing the Warren contentions, then

18the Stamiris conten tions , then we discuss the intervention,

19the order of modification proceeding, the CM proceeding in

- Eshorthand of Mr. Marshall, and any other intervenors who --

21and Mrs. St. Clair and any other intervenors who may-have
.

22 arrived a t tha t time.

3 Are there a*1y objections to that proceeding?

() 24' MR. MILLER 4 No, sir. I just think it might
,

25 pro b a bly be more expeditious if we dealt with Ms. Stamiris'

O
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A
\-) 1 contentions first. I know it is out of order in the way the

2pa pers are arranged, but I think those are the more

(} 3 substantial differences between the licensee and Ms.
"

4 Stamiris, and they will probably foreshadow Board rulings on

SMs. Warren's contentions.
.

6 CHAIR!AN SMITHS I agree that her revised

7 contentions produce more bases for discussion. Tpat is all.

B ri gh t , then. Let's begin with Ms. Stamirls' Contention 1.

9 Are there any copies available for Ms. St. Clair

10 and Mr. Marshall?

11 MR. PARSHALL: I have one.

12 CHAIR AN SMITH: Do you? And the position of the

13 ad versaries. First we want to establish do these
(s)

14 co n t en tio ns , both the Stamiris and Wa rren contentions, which

15we received last night, dated yesterday, do they supersede

16all of the contentions which you have filed earlier?

17 MS. STAMIRIS Yes.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This is it. As far as substance

191s concerned , we can forget about the earlier ones.

~

20 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment?

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, sir.
.

22 MR. PATON: You indicated a minute ago that Ms.

23Stamiris at one point represented Mrs. Warren, and I think
/^\|

L
\> 24ve made that statemen t to you on the phone. I do not think

.

25th ey intend that to continue now. It was just for the
!

! /"N
\_)i
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vw,
(_/ 1 purpose of some meeting we had.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. As a matter of fact, I

(}
3think I may have even stated it a little stronger than it

dias put. It was not exactly represented, but for the

Spurpose of that meeting, Mrs. Warren would not mind being
.

6 absent if Ms. Stamiris in general knew what her positions

7 vere..

8 MR. PATON: It ended there, and I think they are

9 speaking for themselves at this point.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Very ;ood. Thank you.

11 All right, then. Can we begin with Barbara

125 tam irls ' Contention Number 1, which there are no objections

13to it.

O
14 MR. MILLER: On behalf of the staff, Mr. Chairman,

15I beleive that is correct. But Consumers Power Company does

16ha ve an objection to Stamiris Contention Number 1.

I'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: A very ominous beginning.

18 (Laughter.)

19 (Pause.)

*

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH To begin the discussion, Ms.

21S t am iris , I would advise you that within this particular
.

22 order of modification proceeding, this board has no

Dauthority or jurisdiction to hearing evidence or considering

A- 241ssues or issuing any order which is not within the scope of

25the proceeding as it was announced in the various public

- [v
a
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(x
'" 1 registers -- public announcements, including the Board's

2 order and the Director's order of December 6.

() 3 So the question is not whether the statements are

4 valid er not or true or not, but are they within the scope

Sof what we are permitted to hear. And there is no
.

6particular sequence-which is appropriate or inappropriate.

- 7I think it might be better to have Er. Miller enlarge upon

8his views that these contentions are outside the scope, and

9 hen we will give you an opportunity to respond.t

10 MR. MILLER: r. Chairman, before we begin, I

11 thinc there was a brief typographical error in the format of

' 12Co n t en tio n 1, and perhaps if we could correct that fi rs t .

13 At the second line f rom the bottom of the contention, with

14the words that begin "and this managerial attitude and so

15 fo rt h . " -

16 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Yes.

17 MR. MILLER: I am advised by Ms. Stamiris that

18 dta t should not be indented. That conclusory phrase really

19 applies to all of the subparts that go before and therefore

~

20should be out in the ma rgin to indicate that those words of

_

21the contention apply to all of the subparts that went before.

22 MS. STAMIRIS: There was one other. In "A" we

23co uld just say " statement" instead of " statements." I

^
|

24 wondered, do you have any extra copies that were typed up?
L

|
25Someone asked tha t is watching, and I would like other

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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p)
t- 1 people to know it.

2 E. KILLER: I think we are down to our last

{} 3 copy. Perhaps we have an additional one.

4 MS. STAMIRISs Okay. Thanks.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH. Mr. Miller.
.

6 MR. MILLIEs Thank you.

- 7 Mr. Chairman, Consumers Power Company objects to

8 amended Contention Number 1 of Ms. Stamiris. As you pointed

9out in your introductory remarks, the scope of this hearing

101s limited by the December 6, 1979 ordered issued by the

11 Acting Director of Regulation and the Director of In spection

12and Enforcement.

13 Nowhere in that order do we find anything whichg-
\J

14goes to the responsiveness of Consumers Power Company to the

15NRC in terms of its managerial attitude, which is, I

16 belie ve , wha t Ms. Stamitis, on the basis of our conversation

17y est er d ay , wishes to litigate.

18 It is not the question which we believe is at

191ssue of whether or not there is adequate inf ormation f or

.

2Dthe staff to make its determinations with respect to the

,

21ad eq ua cy of remedial action with respect to the issues

22 alleged in Contention One, but rather the question of

Dwhether or not there is somehow a bad attitude on the part

24f _ Consumers Power Company, as, in Ms. Stamiris' view,

25 evidenced by each of the four subparts.

(g3x-

.

?
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t
'' 1 To give perhaps - the most egregious example,

2Subpart B refers to geologic cla ssification of a site which

p
-(_) 31s pertinent to the seismic design. Well, I do not believe

4that there is anything in the order which goes to the

5 geologic classification of the site. Perhaps it may be an
-

6 underlying issue with respect to the technical remedial

7 action that is proposed, but the issue of Consumers'.

8 managerial attitude is simply not at issue in this

9 proceeding, and we do not find anything in the order of

10 December 6 which goes to that issue.

11 It is our view in an operating license hearing or

12a construction permit hearing, where the technical

jcs 13 qualifications of the applicant -are at issue, that perhaps
'V

14there might be situations in which a demonstration of

15 improper nanagerial a ttitude would be before a licensing

16bo a rd .

I'7 We deny, of course, that any of these matters

18 indicate a bad managerial attitude; but in any event, it is

19sim ply outside the scope of this December 6 order.
-

20 CHAIRMAN SMITHS We will follow the procedure,

21 th en , of allowing is. Stamiris to respond, and then the
,

22s t a f f .

23 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Unless you prefer to do it

25o t h e rwise .

O
V
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/~;
's,/ 1 MR. PATON: We both prefer to de it otherwise if

2that is permissible, Mr. Chairman.

(~}/
3 The first thing that Mr. Miller .1 aid was that

x_

4 here was nothing in the order that goes to thet

5 responsiveness of Consumers Power to NRC, aad I think that
.

61s quite central to the issues-in this case. One of the

7 oncerns is that we cannot get information from them that weC-

8say we need. But very basic to this contention and the next

9 wo contentions and , I think , this discussion, is really onet

10of the principal disagreements we have, the issue involving

11 managerial attitude.

12 Ms. Stamiris is referring to Appeal Board Decision

13 A L A B-106 , March 1973. Very briefly, in that case the

'
1411 censing board indicated that their review of the quality

15 assurance program indicated that it was satisfactory, and

16 hey stopped their review at that point. And the Appealt

17 Board , saying that they did not want to wait until their

18 review of the entire construction permit proceeding, went

19ou t of its way, it seems to me, in ALAE-106 to address the

'

Equality assurance matters solely.

21 They specifically said that the licensing board
.

22was not correct in limiting their review to the adequacy of

23the program . They said not only are the technical

ON/ 24 qualifications of the licensee relevant, but even that is

2Sno t enough; that managerial attitude is an issue in this

O
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Il
'v' lease.

2 They arrived at that conclusion based on some

() 3 quality assurance deficiencies that they found. I would

4 submit that the basis in ALAB-106 for arriving at that

5 conclusion, if you look at the quality assurance
.

6 deficiencies that they found there, certainly are no more

7 han have been alleged by the staff in this case.t.

8 So, it seems to the staff that ALAB-106 tells

9 precisely that managerial attitude is an issue, especially

10vhere you have instances of failure to comply with quality
|

11 assurance procedures. 'a'h e n you begin to add them up, you

12begin to wonder whether or not there is a problem with

13 managerial a ttitude .g

)
14 Now, if I were making up this argument, I might

15 admit some dif ficulty in advancing it to the Eoard, but it

161s in ALA B-106. I have read it many times and I don't read

171t any other way. They clearly say that managerial attitude

18 1 s - -

19 MR. LINENBERGER: Excuse me, Mr. Paton. Does
~

MALAB-106 also address itself to the organizational structure
|

| - 21of the quality assurance part of the project?
?

22 MR. PATONa- I do not think it does, sir. I have

23 re ad it many times and also very recently, and I de not
O
k/ 24 recall any discussion of tha t matter.

;

L
'

25 MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you.

|

u
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) 1 MR. PATON: No, I don't. I have a copy of it.if

2 he Board wants one.t

() 3 So that, Mr. Chairman, is the basis -- we

4 extrapolate into this contention, and we say that if it is

5that clear to the Appeal Board, that if there is a problem
.

Swith managerial attitude, that is relevant to the

. 7 implementation of Q A.

8 We agreed that we did not have objection to this

9centention on the part of the Intervenor in that she is

10 rela ting that same problem to implementation of health and

11saf ety standards. Then she gives several examples --

12 CHAIRMAN SEITH: Where is this?

13 MR. PATON: In her contention. She said less than
O

14 complete dedication and so forth at the beginning of her

15co nt entio n .

16 So, what we have done is to understand this

17 contention as saying taking the theory of ALAB-106 and--

18saying that if you have a bad managerial attitude about the

19im plementation of Q A, I understand her contention to mean
~

20th at they have a bad managerial attitude as to the

|
21 implementation of health and safety standards. Then she l

i
U ives some examples in support of that. i4

23 MR. COWANs Mr. Paton, I take it that you apply

) 24this point of view also elsewhere, as you said, particularly

251n the next-case, and I judge from what you said that if it

O
V
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p
'- 1were not for ALAB-106, but just the strict rea' ding of the

2 December 6 thing, that you might have some difficulty in

() 3 adopting this point of view.

4 MR. PATON: I wish I could r ephrase wha t I said.

5 MR. COWANa Well, I did not really trr to put
.

6words in your mouth.

7 MR. PATON: What I am really trying to say is this-

81s an appeal board speaking and not the staff.

9 MR. COWAN4 Yes.

10 MR. PATON: This is not my opinion; this is their

11 opinion .

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Miller.

- 13 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

-14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If the Board were to accept your

15ar g umen t that management a ttitude a s such could not rise to

16the level of a contention, would you concede or address the

17 po ssibili ty that it could, at least, be appropriate evidence

18as to whatever assurances the applicant might have that

19vhatever remedial action it proposed would, in fact, be well
.

20done and that this is worthy of acceptance?

21 MR. MILLER: Clearly, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me
,

22th a t when we present evidence on the remedial action that is
|

23 prop os e d , it is going to be for the Board to judge the I

f~'\
\> 24truthf ulness and sincerity of the witnesses that appear

25before it. I guess in that sense I would agree that

O
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rn() Imanagerial attitude is at issue.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Not only the witnesses before us,

r~T 3but the persons that the witnesses might identify or the
V.

4 structures and organizations that the witnesses might

Sidentify as being responsible for carrying out the program

' 6that the applicant might come forward with in the case.

. 7 HR. MIlLEEs I believe -- yes, that would be at
,

8 issue. But I am not clear, as we discussed it in the,

9 abstract, what evidence would be put forward with respect to

10 the attitude of the company on the technical fix, what we

11now believe will be our evidentiary presentation. It

12 consists of the testimony of personnel from the company,

13 from the architect-constructor, Bech tel, and some

O 14well-qualified experts.

15 Certainly identification of the problem, analyses

16th at have been made of the problem, and what, in the best

17 prof essional judgment of the company, the

18 architect-constructor and these outside consultants, is the
,

19say to implement the fix.

~

20 The question of whether or not the fix has, in

21f act , been implemented is something, it seems to me, that we
.

22ca nn o t tell, that we won't be able to tell at the conclusion

23of this hearing. That is, that is going to have to wait

( 24until there is an order from this board authorizing

25 soma thin g to be done.

O'(_)
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kJ 1 I would expect, given the fact that there are

2 contentions in the opera ting license hearing that deal with

(} 3the soils issue, that that much of the soils issue --- th a t

41s, whether the remedial work has been properly implemented
,

5-- remains open for litigation in the operating license
.

6 hearing itself rather than in this proceeding.

7 I would like to just --.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Do you think the scope of this

9 proceeding will go to the point where to support your case

10 we must find that the problem has been solved? Or is it

11 th a t the problem -- there is reasonable assurance that the

12 problem will be solved?

13 MR. MILLEBs I think the latter, Mr. Chairman.gg
V

14That is, that on the basis of the evidence before you, that

15you can find that the remedial action proposed by the

16 comp any is technically sufficient to cure the soils problems

17 that have been identified in the December 6 order.

18 Now, if I might just respond to two things that

19 Mr . Paton said.

'

20 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, I was not finished.

21 MR. MILLER: I beg your pardon.
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I thought you were, too.

23 MR. PATON I was afraid you did. I did not want

24to interrupt you, but I had not finished. I would like to

25fini sh .

O

|

|
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() 1 I would like to respond to the point that the

2 exchange that -- I will respond now unless somebody wants me

3to hold it. But the question was the issues before this

4 board and the assurance that ' this board needs to respond to

5the December 6 order. There is a sentence in ALAB-106 that
.

6to me is extremely important to this proceeding, and I would

711ke to read one sentence. The citation is 680, page 184
.,

8 It says: At least where, as here, there has been

9a legitimate question raised in the course of the

10 proceeding , the Board must go on to require whether there

111s , in f a ct , a reasonable assurance that the Applicant and

12its architect-engineer will carry out the program, referring

13to the QA program, in accordance with its terms. That is

)
14wh a t I am getting at.

15 I do not think this issue, the issue in.this case,

161s confined to the technical fix. I think this board needs

17to have reasonable assurance that that program, whatever the

18 remedy is, will be carried out. That is precisely what
~

19AL AB-106 says .
~

20 But to finish my previous statement, Mr. Miller

21 pointed out Subpart B to Contention Number 1, and he had
.

22some exception to the f act that the seismic design is not an

231ssue bef ore this board. This is a matter on which I think

f') 24there is going to be some dispute between the staff and the(,

25 Con s u m e rs .

13v
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\ -) 1 Consumers seems to confine itself to the first
5

2part of the December 6 order, the first of two issues, in

() 3 defining the issues before this board, and that is: are the

4 facts contained in part 2 true? However, if you then look

Sat the next question, should the order be sustained, that is
.

6 he other issue before the board. That involves thet

7 question of your assessment of the proposed remedy..

8 Now, there is an outstanding question about

9 seismic design, and it is the staff's view that that matter

10has to be resolved before we can assess the adequacy of

11 their remedy. And of cource it would be our position that

12 that is a matter on which you need evidence before you can

13 resolve the adequacy of the remedy.

1-4 So I simply do not understand any argument that

15says that the seismic design is outside the scope of the

161ssue before this board.

I'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH Could we be in a situation here

18vh ere -- it would be the first time in my experience --

19where we should call upon specific contentions from the
"

20staf f ?

21 MR. PATON: I think possibly that could be
,

22h elp f ul, Mr. Chairman. For example, I think that may be

23 correct in that when you say should the order be sustained,

' 24tha t is a nice, innocent-sounding question that raises all *

25 kinds of issues. It really does, and I think that could be

O
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1 helpful to everybody if at least the staff says these are

2the particular contentions or these are what we think the

{} 31ssues in the case are.

4 I think there are some fundamental disagreements

5between the staff and the licensee as to the issues in the
.

6 case. It is clear to me that this board has to assess the

7 adequacy of the remedy; and how they are going to do it-

8vithout looking at seismic design, I really don't understand.

9 CH AIRMAN SMITI!: There is in Part 2 of the

10 Director 's Order, page 3, the Conclusion, without the

11 resolution of these issues -- and it ref ers to the issues, I

12 presume, particularly in the preceding part of the paragraph
,

13an d then throughout that part -- without the resolution of

O
14these issues , the staff does not have reasonable assurance

15th at the affected safety-related portions of the Midland

16 facility can be constructed and operated without undue tisks

17to the health and safety of the public.

18 It seems to me that that final conclusion imposes

19upon the Board a rather broad responsibility within the
.

20 scope of the particular issues, a broad responsibility to

21see within the universe that this result is achieved.
,

22 MR. MILLER: Agreed.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It seems like I am saying -- I am

2%iving a limitation and taking it awa y. But what I mean is

251f the particular issues set forth as specified in the

O(_/ - g
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(sl 1 Director's Order has an effect upon the overall safety cf

2the plant, I think it is our responsibility to fellow it

() 3through to a conclusion. And if it relates to seismic, I

4 don 't know how we could avoid th a t .

5 MR. MILLER: I would like to respond if Mr. Paton
.

61s through. Perhaps you would like to hear from Ms.

7Stamiris, but I would like to respond briefly on the seismic.

81ssue.

9 I do not contend that the seismic .'.ssue as such is

10outside the scope of this proceeding. It clearly is. The

11 contention in Subpart B talks about the geologic

'

12 classification of the site, which is pertinent to seismic

13 de sign . Geologic classification of the site is itself notfs
k-]*

14an issue within the scope of this proceeding.

J 15 Seismic response of the soils and the remedial --

16as affected by the remedial action is clearly within the

17 scope of this proceeding. We would expect to introduce

18 evidence on it. There is no question about that. But the

19 question of whether this belongs in the central stable

'

20 region or some other seismic zone, I don't believe is within

21the scope of the issues before this board.;,
'

22 That is the issue which I was addressing myself to

|
Dwhen I said Subpart B was clearly outside the scope of this

24 pr oc ee din g.'

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am troubled by the contention

O
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I lin another respect. It seems to be an example-type

2 contention, the principal thrust being -- there is a

(~} 3 question of company motivation, and that is the principal
V

4 accusation made, and then you give what seem to be examples

53 through D. These are examples.
.

6 I could accept the reverse perhaps a little bit

. 7 easier because I do not beliave that within the scope of the

8 hearing, given a practical interpretation, that we could run

9all over the corporation and look for had attitudes. But I

10do believe that at least as an evidentiary consideration, if

11you could produce evidence that there is no reasonable

12 intent on the part of the company to achieve the remedies,

13 hat you can inquire into that.t

''
14 But the difficulty with examples is that unless

15you bind the contention exactly by the examples, then you

16have opened it up f or things that could take us well beyond

17any reasonable scope of the proceeding. Does that make any

18 sense ? I think that a contention which makes the general

19 allegation that the company is not to be trusted -- in

~

Meffect that is what you are saying -- has the potential to

,

21take us into evidentiary considerations way beyond the

22proceedin g .

23 Is it your view that these specific examples that

b\- 24you give are the only examples?

25 MS. STAMIRISs I have a lot of things that I would
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O
ks' liike to say about this.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have not heard from you at all.

() 3 MS. STAMIRISs And to answer your question, your

41ast question first, whether these are the only examples,

5 hese are the ones that I came up with, and I feel thatt
.

6 here are probably lots of others that, in my limitedt

. 7 capacity, I was unable to find.

8 But maybe I should start out by telling you why I

9got involved with this an'd why I made the contentions that I

10did , and why I feel very strongly -- in fact, I feel more

11 stro ngly about my first two contentions, and the reason why

12these are, in fact, the most important contentions to me.

13 And I am not t* talk specifically about my other two

14 contentions a t this point, but what I am about to say goes

15for all of these.

16 First of all, when I submitted my initial petition

17to intervene, I did not know what I was getting into. I was

18en te ring the process blindly, the evidence of which is my

19 original' petition to intervene. I even thought I was

.

20in te rve ning in opposition to the order of modification

,

21because I thought it was something Consumers was presenting

22tha t they wanted to change the rules.

23 Well, what I am saying is as I spent time in the
-

24docum ent room at the Midland Library and began to look into-

25this case and the whole issue of the Midland Pla nt to see if

O
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(3
(,/ II could go forward with intervention one step at a time and

2 kind of learn what is expected of me and what I am doing as

(' } 3I go along, as I tried to study and make this clear to

4myself and find out things about the Midland Plant, the

5 documents I went through over there and all the things that
.

6I read, a pattern emerged to me.

7 You know, I v'as, truthfully, very surprised to see.

Cabout the past quality assurance deficiencies of Consumers

9because I am rather new at this, and my whole feelings about

10 nuclear power, and I was aware of what had happened

11 reg a rding the diesel generator building to a certain

12deg ree . But I was not aware of the past problems and

13 patterns that had taken place at the Midland Plant.

14 When I began to read about some of these other

15 things, as I say, a pattern emerged and they appeared to me

16to be very relevant to this particular case because this is,

171n my mind, another examplo of what they have done wrong in

18 th e pa s t . Also, I came across many promises of reformation

19and reasonable assurances that things would start to get

'

Mbetter from here on out, and tha t is why I set forth this

21conten tion .

22 I did it with full realization that these are

23dif ficult , perhaps gray areas, and tha t maybe in some ways

24th e y would be more difficult to decide whether there were,

Ziin fact, to be a part of this hearing. But in my mind I

h'&
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Ifeel very strongly that they are relevant.

2 And although I have four examples here, I do feel

() 3 that there four examples give an idea of what Ia talking

4about as to why managerial attitude does, in f act, have a

5 direct bearing on the resolution of soil settlement
.

6 problems.

7 I guess the only other thing that I migh t say -- I.

8 don't know if this is the time to say it. I don't pretend

9to be a lawyer and I don't pretend to be a technical expert.

10 Bu t the- reason I set forth the contentions that I did -- and
11I am . speaking of these first three portions that Consumers

12disagr ees with -- the reason I wanted to contend these

13 things really has to come from my own background.

1-4 As I say, since I am not trying to act as a lawyer

15or an expert , my background is that of a mother, a teacher,

16and my own sense of. ethics. This is what I feel I bring to

17the case that is different perhaps, than Consumers or the
1

18staf f .

19 CHAIRMAN SMITHa One of the items that the Board
~

201s directed to consider is Item 5 in Part 2 of the order,

21and that is the FSAR contains inconsistent and unsupported
,

22 stat ements with respect to f ounda. tion-type soil properties

23and settlement values. A s s u s.'.n g the Board, af ter the

24evitlentia ry record is complete, could make that conclusion

25of fact, what do we do with that? Where does that take us

O
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() lin the proceeding?

2 What if, after the record is all closed, we find

3 Item 5 to be true? This is page 2. There are five{;
4particular factual issues which we have to make findings on,

Sand I don 't know what we would do with a finding that number
.

65 is correct.
~

.
7 MR. COWAN: Is that a general question?

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, anybody can address that,

9but,I wanted Mr. Paton particularly to address it.

10 MR. PATON: All right, Mr. Chairman. May I have

11 dust one minute?

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH Sure.

13 (Pause.)
O 14 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, number 5 is at the end

15of a long sentence that begins on page 1, in the third

16 paragraph of the order, and it says this investigation

17 revealed a breakdown in quality assurance related to soil

18 construction activities under and around safety-related

19 structures and systems, and then it goes one, two, three,

20four, five.*

21 So I take that as an example of the allecation in
.

22the breakdown of quality assurance.

23 MR. MILLER I disagree, Mr. Chairman. I think

.() 24there is a separate issue in this proceeding as to whether

25or not there was in the language of the regulations a

DG
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1 material false statement in the FSAR, and I believe that is''

2what the portion of the sentence to which you are referring
,-() 3actually relates.

4 MR. PATON: I disagree with that.

5 MR. MILLER: Well, to try and be responsive to
.

6your question, I would guess that there are a range of

7 options that the licensing board would have if it were to.

8 determine that the FSAR did, in fact, contain these

9 inconsistent, incorrect and unsupported statements and so

10 f o rth . We don't believe that they do, and we do not believe

11 tha t the false statement rises to the level of a material

12f alse statement. Certainly it was not an intention f alse

r '. 12 st a t emen t .
V

1-4 But 55.40(B) in 10 CFR talks about the

15 circumstances of the range of remedies that the Board has.

16It could suspend our license. I suppose it could direct us

17to file an amendment to the construction permit to conform

18the FS AR to what the facts as developed in the hearing

19 de mo n st ra te .
~

20 I would suppose it could also determine that

,

21although there may have been some minor inconsistencies,

22 th at they are not of the nature so as to require either an

2Gamendment of the construction permit or a suspension of th e
,

II
' ' ' 2411 cense, and merely make a finding that such has occurred.

2555. 4 0 ( B ) talks about a license may be revoked, suspended,
,

//
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m
's_) 1 modified and so forth, or activities which generally would

2 comprise the problems with the FSAR that are decribed in the

{ 3 December 6 orde r, but there is no automatic suspension,

4 revocation or modification.

5 It is something in which the Board in this
.

61nstance would have discretion as to the remedy that would

7be imposed..

8 MR. PATON: May I respond to that, Mr. Ch airman ?

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes.

10 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, I submit that although

11the words in number 5 that you have pointed out would seem
.

12to counteract the idea of a material false statement,

13clea rly that is at the end of a statement which gives
7_
(m) 14ex am ples . Where the material false statement is referenced

151s in the paragraph near the bottom of page 2, and it says

161n addition to the above, there was a material f alse

17st a t em en t . And it says that those facts are set forth in
:

18 Appendix A to this order.

19 So, in response to your question, I think clearly

-

Mthat describes the QA.
'

21 I won't go any further unless you want me to say
.

22vh a t I think this board can do with certain facts that it

23a rrives a t . I will address that if you want me to.

D).(- 24 I think on page 4, under Roman numeral III, is set,

!
I Eforth the three bases on which the December 6 order was
(

O'
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lissueda quality assurance deficiencier, the false staterent

2and the unresolved safety issue.
-

3 CHAIRMAN SMITHa I guess the particular thrust of

4my question is how far in this proceeding do we go into

511tigating wh ether the FSAR contains inconsistent, incorrect
.

6and unsupported statements as compared to a thorough

7 hearing, which I think we hav: to have, as to what the.

8 situation is today.

9 HR. PATON: I would like to respond to that, Mr.

10 Ch ai rman .

11 Let me just touch for a minute on the material

12f alse sta tement. No, let me respond to your direct question

13because what you are asking about is what do we do about
}

14 number 5, an inconsistent statement.

15 It is given as an example of failure to comply

16with Q A. That is what it says. That is the way it reads.

17 No w , the question is what does this board do with failures

18cf Q A . I think ALAB-106 is extremely instructive. It says

19you start finding enough problems with QA, and you begin to
.

20vonder about managerial attitude.

21 In ALAD-106, they did not have reasonable
,

22 assurance based on what they found that QA would be complied

23vith in a a s nner that would allow the licensing of that
3

(d'

24 plan t . Where we expect to bring this board a number of

25 examples of failures in the QA area, if the board considers

/~V)
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- ) lall those matters and decides that you do not have

2 reasonable assurance, that they will implement an

{} 3 appropriate QA program.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHa An appropriate OA program for

5 soil settlement.
.

6 MR. PATON: Yes. Yes, sir. Now, that is just a

7 general statement. But generally with regard to the matters.

8that are before this board -- and I a m talking generally --

9that involves the soil settlement problem.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are you suggesting -- and I don't

11think you are -- but are you suggcesting that the

12inconsist ent , uncorrect and unsupported statement appearing

131n the FS AR is in itself a product of inadequate quality-s

14 assurance ?

15 MR. PATON: That is very close to what I am

16sa ying , yes, sir.

I'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH Editorial, for example. It is an

18 editorial quality issue.

19 MR. PATON: We have to bring you proof, and if it

^

20 amounts tc seven editorial errors or typographical errors,

21you are going to say that is not relevant, that is not
.

22im po r tan t .

23 - CHAIRMAN SMITH I am trying to pin down where the

r)(/ 24 quality assurance breaks down in that particular allegation.

25 MR. PATON: The sentence says this investigation

.
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O 1revaled the breakdown of quality assurance relating to soils

2on or around safety-related structures in that -- one, two,

() 3three, four, five. That is what it is meant to be.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It seems to me that that means

5 hat that document which they produced contained incorrect,t
.

6 unsupported and inconsistent statements is an example

7itself, then, if that is what you are saying, that the word-

8" product" is an example of a failure of quality assurance.

9 MR. PATON: Yes, sir, that is what we are saying.

10B ut I would like to add another statement to that on the

111ssue of your assurance that the quality assurance pro' gram

12will be implemented. The staff is not limited to the facts

^3 13nlleged in Part 2. That is one thinking. That is what de(J
14are saying. Thet is our theory of the case. We are not

1511mited only to the allegations of QA deficiencies in Part

16' , and my reasoning is this.2

I'7 The deficiencies we allege in Part 2 with respect

18to Q A support the December 6 order. We said that gave the

19staf f enough to issue the December 6 order. Eut that is not
.

20the issue before this board. The issue before this board is

21are we going to let these people go back to building the
,

22pla n t . Well, all right. Okay. That is generally stated.

23 But the issue before this board is should you
,,

- 24 sustain the order or chculd th ey go back into this soil

25 construction work. And to let them go back and do that
A

b
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<~() 1 work < you have to have reasonable assurance that they will

2 implement the program.

3 So what I am saying is we are not limited in our
{}

4 proof. The overall issues in the ca se, our proof of 0A

5 deficiencies are not limited specifically to what is in this
.

Gorder.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Is that statement related to Ms..

8Stamirls' first contention?

9 MR. PATON: I think it is close. I think you need

10 assurance that -- for example, her first contention does not

11specifically talk about QA. It talks about their willingness

12 o comply with health and safety regula tions .t

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH That is the way you go, too.f_,

U
14 MR. PATON: Yes.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITHa How would the staff bound that

16co n ten tion? You would not allow us to inquire without

17 restraint into the motivation and corporate attitudes of

18Co nsumers .

19 MB. PATON: In fact, Mr. Chairman, I think she has

'

Elimited herself here. She has given you specific examples,

f, j!and I an not sure how much farther she can go in

22in vestigatin g any other areas. She has undertaken the

23 burden to show that these four things here demonstrate her

' (s) 2dkontention that they are not dedicated or they are not going

- 25to f ollow these health and safety standards.
i
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If we were to put into the-

2 introduction, in the first paragraph of I, following the

() 3words "providing information relevant to health and safety

4 standards," the words "with respect to resolving the soil

5 settlement problems", would that reflect your view of what
.

6the contention should be ?
- 7 MR. PATON: Yes, it would.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS How about you?

9 MS. STAMIRISa I already have that in there. That

101s all I was asking you to do. That is what I meant when I

11 said their responses to NRC regarding soil settlement issues

12 reflect , and so forth.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITHS The sentence structure is -- you

141ead into a situation which reflects a condition, which is

15f ailure of complete and candid dedication to provide

16information relevant to health and safety standards. That

171s a very broad condition. And then you go back to

18 ex am ple s.

19 My question is can you limit the basic core of
.

20your contention, which I think your answer is yes.

21 MS. STAMIRISs If we put that limitation after
,

22that health and safety standards, we would all know

23specifically which standards we are talking about in this
,_

U 24co nten tion .

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

h.
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f%)\~ 1 MS. STAMIRIS: I agree to that.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH Mr. Linenberger.

-(]) 3 MR. LINENBERGER Mr. Paton, I have a little bit

4of confusion about some of the things that you have said

Sjust recently. I guess I do not completely understand the
.

6 extent to which the staff's position that resulted in the

- 7 December 6 order relates specifically to the soil settlement

8 problem, which at some time or other I think I have heard

9yC7 say, and to what extent it goes beyond that and sees

10that only as an example of quality assurance or quality

11 control problems; that it worries about should the plant go

12into operation even given that the soil settlement problems

13migh t ultimately be resolved.g-
V)

14 Now, I think I detected a difference or dichotomy

15th er e, and I would like to hear your --

16 MR. PATON: Okay. Let me confess I am not sure I

17 understand precisely your question. I will take a stab at

181t .

19 MR. LINENBERGER: Is the December 6 order
.

20 predicated solely on the soils problem or is it predicated

.
21upon staff 's assessment of the overall attitude and approach

22to the completion and operation of this f acility, of which

231t sees the soils problem as an example?

(~h'/ 24 MR. PATON: Okay. That is an important question.

25I think I would like to talk to my people for about two

O
(_
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c (3s/ 1 minutes.

2 Could I do that, Mr. Chairman? I think I better do

() 3 tha t .

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think so. As a matter of fact,

Syou could also come back with arguments that you are not
.

6 prepared. That is a big question. If you are prepared to

7 answer it, we certainly would like to know..

8 MR. LINENBERGER: If you are not prepared to

9 answer it today, fine. But it is a question --

10 MR. PATON: It is a significant question. I wo uld
.

1111ke to take a minute.
12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you want to take a break?

13Let's take a ten-minute break.g3
'V

14 (Brief recess.)

15 MR. PATON: Mr. Linenberger, in response to your

16 question, the quality assurance issues that the staff
|

17 alleged in the order and that we mean to put in issue in

18this proceeding are those related to soil construction

19 activities, limited to that.

~

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you repeat that?

21 MR. PATON: The issues related to quality
.

22 assurance in these proceedings, as stated in Paragraph 3 of

23the order, the staff contends are limited to soil

24 construction activities.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: "These proceedings" beino?

f (2)i
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) 1 MR. PATON: The proceedings arising out of the

2 December 6, 1979 order modifying construction permits. As

{} 3far as I know, that answers the question, Mr. Linenberger,

4but if it does not, please let me know. I thought you were

Sasking are we talking about CA generally or are we talking
.

6about QA with respect to the soil activities, and it is the

71atter..

8 MR. LINENBERGER: Fine. Thank you .

9 (Board conferring.)

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Mr. Paton, as we indicated before

11the recess began, the question is one you were not

12 expecting, and if the staf f feels it cannot be answered now,

13that is one thing; but I don 't believe the answer addressed

O
14the question .

15 MR. PATON: I don't mean to avoid the question. I

16think that was cur understanding of the question.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is it possible for you to go back

18to the last question bef ore the intermission , Mr. Reporter?

19 (The questions were read back as follows:

*
'

20 "MR . LINENBERGER : Mr. Paton, I have a little bit

21of confusion about some of the things that you have said
,

22ju st recently. I guess I do not completely understand the

23exte n t to which the staff's position that resulted in the

( 24 December 6 order relates specifically to the soil settlement

25proble m , which at some time or other I think I have heard

O
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(_/ lyou say, and to what extent it goes beyond that and sees

2 that only as an example of quality assurance or quality

(} 3 control problems; that it worries about should the plant go

41nto operation even given that the soil settlement problems

5might ultimately be resolved.
.

6 "Now, I think I detectea a difference or dichotomy

7 there , and I would like to hear your --.

8 "MR. PATON: Okay. Let me confess I am not sure I

9 understand precisely your question. I will take a stab at

10it .

11 "ER. LINENBERGERs Is the December 6 order

12 predicated solely on the soils problem or is it predicated

13 upon staf f's assessment of the overall attitude and approach

O
14to the completion and operation of this f acility, of which

151t sees the soils problem as an example?")

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: After having read Mr.

17Linenberger 's question back , I indicated to Mr. Paton that I

18did not believe the last part of it was responded to

19adeq ua tely by his response, and now Mr. Paton has been
!

* 20 granted leave to ask a clarifying question of Mr.

21 Line nberger.
.

22 MR. PATON: Mr. Linenberger, I want to try to be ;
1

23sure that I understand what part of the question can be

. 24 clarified by the staff. I understand tl.* question to go to

25the staff 's basis for issuing the December 6 order, and I

bv
i
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(G lthink your question relates to whether the complaint with./

2 respect to 0A was with regard to CA applied to the soils

{} 3 construction or to QA generally.

4 Could you advise whether that is part of your

5 question?
.

6 MR. LINENBERGER: The answer to that is yes, it is

7part of the question. And a corollary part of the question.

8 relates to the conclusion stated by the staff in the

9 December 6 order, that if the staff does not have reasonable

10 assurance that the affected safety-related portions of the

11f acility will be constructed and operated without undue risk

12 o the health and safety of the public. So in essence I wast

13trying to probe the basis for that conclusion.

O
1-4 Was it based on the fairly precise issue of soil

15s ett lemen t , or was soil settlement an example of a general

16 syndrome that the staff saw and does not like and which

17 caused it to reach that conclusion?

18 Now, as Chairman Smith said, insisting that you

19com e forth with an off-the-top-of-the-head response there at

.

20this time -- we are not insisting that you come forth with

21an off-the-top-of-the-head response at this time, but please
,

22think about it.

23 MR. PATON: We will.

f~'\
,

(/ 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Going back to Ms. Stamiris'

25 Contention Number 1, as you have specified, and limited to

O
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,O
kl 1 standards with respect to resolving the soil settlement

2 problem, as it has been limited in that fashion, assuming

() 3 that the Board were to accept that as the bounds of such a

4 contention, is there anything about the individual examples

SA through D which are unacceptable?
.

6 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Before you get to that, let me.

8ask yous With that limitation, do you still impose the

9 objection?

10 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir, we d o, and I would like to

11 amplify on that a little bit. Something tha t Mr. Paton said-

12 kind of leads right into that, because he said there is an

131ssue before this board as to whether the information that

14has been presented to the staff by Consumers Power Company

151s adequa te.

16 That is kind of broad brush treatment, but that is

17clea rly an assertion that was made in the December 6, 1979

18o rde r. It is one that was denied in our answer that we filed

19to the ordel. , and we believe that that is an issue which is

'

20 ripe for litigation before the Board.

21 In answering, we -- that is, the company -- took
.

22 advantage of the legal process, legal rights that it as a
.

2311censee has under the Commission's rules of practice to

- 24requ est a hearing and to get resolution of the outstanding

251ssues between the staff and the company bef ore this board.

O
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() 1 Subpart D says that by availing ourselves of our

21egal rights, we somehow have a bad attitude, and that is

("~)T
3 dust not fair, Mr. Chairman. It is a bootstrap-type of

's.
4 approach.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Isn't that an evidentiary type of
,

.

6 consideration?

7 MR. MILLER No. We have asked for a hearing, and.

8vhat Ms. Stamiris says is that the failure to provide

9adequa te acceptance criteria for renedial action in response

10to 50.54(F) request shows a bad attitude. It does not show

11a bad attitude at all. It shows there is a dispute with the

12 staff that we have asked for resolution of by this board.

,
,

13 Similarly, with respect to Subpart C there is a

U 14 reference to an appeal against providing further information

15and testing requested in the June 30, 1980 and August 4,

161980 letters. What we have done is -- again, there is a

17 dispute between the staff and the company as to the

18 desirability of providing or the necessity of providing

19 additional inf ormation.

'

20 All we are doing is availing ourselves of rights

21that are available to us under the process that we are
.

22su bj ect to. And again, to have that flipped over on us and

23to say that that is evidence of a bad attitude when it is

(~)
\/ 24well known, and Mr. Paton can confirm this, that this is a

3 common practice with every licensee in the nuclear industry,

' I
%J
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lis simply unf air and there is not an adequate basis for the

2 contention as modified.

() 3 I have already addressed the question of the

4 geologic classification. If we are going to limit ourselves

Sto whether there is a material false statement in the FSAR
.

6-- I guess I would concede on that basis alone -- we would

7be prepared to litigate Contention 1.,

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What if discovery should be

9 developed to Ms. Stamirls' satisfaction that there was less

10 han complete and candid dedication; that there was ant

11af firmative program to conceal information? What if that

12should be the case? Would she be able to present that in

, - 3 13 evidence somewhere in this proceeding?
J

14 MR. MIL 1ER: Mr. Chairman, I would think so, but

15th at would be a different contention. I seems to me that if

16-- and I absolutely deny that this is taking place --

1'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. I am not saying that. I am

18only talking about the merits of the contention. And, of

19 course, you are not dealing with a totally naive board. We

'

20 recognize you are a litigant and you do not have to run over

21to your adversary and present everything. But I am just
.

22trying to figure out whether this contention can possibly

23 fit into the proceeding, without trying to judge what your

24 responsibilities have been.

25 MR. MI1LER: I think the background of this |

1

( ,6
,
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(hs_/ 1 controversy, this whole issue, is that the company disclosed

2to the staff over two years ago and has been engaged since

{} 3them almost continuously providing information --

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I submit that is factual.

5 MR. MILLER: Right. In the event that in some
.

6f asnion any party in this room, including the licensee, was

7to determine that there had been a deliberate withholding of.

8information from the staff or from this board, there is an

9 obligation on the company, there is an obligation on the

10 lawyers to immediately bring that to your attention.

11 I would submit that if that were the case, you

12 prob ably would be derelict in your duty if you did not

13 pursue that in connection with this proceeeding.,s

14 That is not what this contention says.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITHS There is an allegation that

16cand or ' vas --

17 MR. MILLER: Reflects a less than complete --

18there are four examples. You asked Ms. Stamiris ea rlier

19whether or not there were other examples of providing. I

'

20think she gave a clear statement of her position on this.

21These are the four things that she wants to litigate, as I
,

22 understand it, specific examples with respect to.the

23 company's less than complete and candid dedication of

/~)
(_/ 24providing information.

25 I submit that with respect to two of them, there
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k-) lis just no basis for an assertion. Ms. Stamiris said that

2she is not an attorney, tha t she is relatively new to this

() 3 process. I think she has done a remarkable job of educating

4herself both about the technical aspects of this con'roversyt

Sand practice before the boards of this Commission.
-

6 Nonethless, I think that Su bpar t C and D simply do

7not provide any basis f or the conclusion that follows from.
,

8 hem that there is, in effect, a managerial attitude whicht

9 reflects a less than complehe and candid dedication to

10providing information. There are good faith technical

11 disputes at issue here. I would like to go on, if I may.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: .Not beyond this contention.

13 MR. MILLER: No. To respond to a few matters that

14 Mr . Paton said in his remarks. He talked at some length

15about AL AB-106, and I would like to call the Board 's

16 attention to a portion of that opinion. It is also found on

17 page 184 First of all I should point out, as I am sure the
.

18 Board is aware, that that vas an appeal board opinion upon

19 review of grant of the construction permit for the Midland

'

2Dfacility, a situation in which the scope of the Board 's

21 jurisdiction and of its inquiry generally is much more
,

22un restricted than in a situation.such as we are in here.

23 In-any event, the whole discussion of managerial
Gi

\/ 24 attitude flowed in that opinion from the statement taken by

25 Consumers Power Company there that the only issue was
' (~h

V
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,,() Ivhether or not the Applicant was technically qualified. The

2 Appeal Board went on to say the inquiry which the Board must

3make was not necessarily solved by determina tion of whether
(d'

4or not in a broad sense the Applicant and its

5 architect-engineer are technically qualified; the
.

6 demonstration that technical qualifications do exist does

7not necessarily provide reasonable assurance thst th e.

8 technical requirements described in the PSAR will be

9 fulfilled, and so on.

10 Then it goes on to talk about managerial

11 a t ti tu de . No program is likely to be entirely successful, I

12su bmit , in the context of the construction permit hearing.

13This whole issue of managerial attitude in the context of,

O 14 h e finding with respect to technical qualifications ist

15 justified. We do not have that situation here.

16 Now, I believe that the issues as stated in

17 Contention 1 are simply well beyond the scope of this

18 board 's jurisdiction under _ the December 6 order.

19 I would like also to deal with the question you

'

20 addressed to Mr. Paton with respect to whether or not the

21 staff ought to file con ten tions. As far as the company is
,

22 concerned , the staf f 's position, its contentions, if you

^

23will, are set out in the December 6, 1979 order. We have

ks 24 responded to them.'

25 I believe that the discovery process can further

r^s
(_)
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1 sharpen and refine the precise points of difference between

2 he licensee and the staff, and we would be prepared to got

() 3 o hearing on those matters.t
,

4 I must say tha t the basic question, one which is

Sinvolved in Ms. Stamirls's question number one, is the
.

6 question of whether or not we have provided adequate

7 acceptance criteria for remedial actions. The assertion.

8vith respect to tha t is found on page 3 of the order.

9 Our answer, for example, puts certain facts in

10 th a t paragraph at the bottom of page 3 at issue. For

11 ex a m ple , after reciting that there had been requests and the

12need for such requests by the staff, the order asserts the

7-- 13information provided by the licensee fails to provide such
,

14 crit e ria . It is the third sentence of that paragraph.

15 We deny, in our snswer to the order, that we have

16 failed to provide such criteria, and that is an issue that

171s ripe for determination by this licensing board. So we

18are are not attempting to evade our responsibilies under the

19 order and, in this process, to bring evidence before this

*
Mboard with respect to the basic underlying issues.

21 But that is a far cry from having to litigate
,

22vhether or not, because we asked for a hearing, we somehow

23h a ve a bad managerial attitude. I don 't think there is any
O

> 24 basis for. Contention 1 except, perhaps, with respect to this

25 question on the material f alse statement in the FSAR. But

,
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fs() lagain, I believe that that is based on a misapprehension of

2the words.

3 There is no assertion by the staff, there is no()
4 assertion by Ms. Stamiris that the alleged material false

5 statements were intentionally done. As I am sure this board
.

61s aware, material f alse statements can occur if there is a

7 variance, if you will, between what is stated in the-

8 document and what actually takes place, whether or not that

9vas done by accident, mistake or intentionally.

10 I believe those are the only matters which I

11 wanted to respond to. I just ask tha t the Board set some

12so rt of reasonable time period for a provision for Mr.

13Linenberger 's ansve .

14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Do you support the question?

15 MR. MILLER: It is something I would like to know

16the answer to , clearly. I must say the company has assumed

17from the context of the December 6 order and from a number

18of other circumstances that the issue before this board in

19the OM proceeding was, in fact, limited to the soils issue,

'

20an d that that was a discreet concern of the staff.

21 It did not reflect any concern generally about the
,

22 progress of the project under the construction permit. It

23was limited instead to the four corners of the order that

O)\- 24vas issued on December 6.
1

25 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Would you like to accommodate Mr.

O
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1 Miller with a time for responding?

2 MR. PATON: Could I suggest two weeks?

() 3 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right.

4 MR. PATON: M r. Chairman, we would both like to

5 respond to Mr. Miller's statement briefly.
.

6 MS. STAMIRIS: There are a few comments I would

711ke to make about what he said. First of all, I feel that.

8he has wrongly summarized what I said about my points A, B,

9C and C supporting Contention 1. I thought his implication

10was that I f elt these were the only examples or the only

11 things that I wanted to litigate.

12 I think I said that I feel these are the only four

13 th at I in my limited capacity came up with in time for this

14 he arin g , but I feel there are probably perhaps hundreds or,

15you know , at least quite a f ew other examples.

16 And I would like to ask the question, if it is

17 appropriate at this time, as to whether in f act, if this

18 contention was accepted and I did find further bases to

19su pport that contention, would I be able to enter them at a

-

201ater date or not.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are asking a very complicated
.

22 question. In the first place, it would depend upon, as you

23ob se rved , whether the contention is accepted in the form

' 24within which it is presented. Ycur contention presupposes a

2Srespo nsibilit y to have a complete and candid dedication to

};
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i) 1providing information relcvant to the health and safetys

2 standards.

(' } 3 Before we could accept that standa rd as written,

4we would have to find that there is -- I believe that

5 preliminary requirement it may be we could accept th--

.

6 concept of your contention but not in those particular

. 7words. I do not know. The Board has not conferred. I

8myself have difficulty with those precise words.

9 Second, there is another problem that no one has
.

10 addressed, and that is there seems to be a practice here in

11this proceeding of assuming that the Board knows as much

12abou t this proceeding as the parties do, and this is not the

13ca se . I, for one, don ' t know what the June 30, 1980 ands

14 Augu st 4, 1980 letters are. I don't know what the 50.54(F)

15 requests have been.

16 They have been served upon us, that is true. I

17 guess they have. But we don't inquire deeply into the

18 evidence until we are required to. So we cannot ever. e

19you assurance that these examples that you have given are

'

2Dadequate because we don 't know what they are. That is

21another matter. We don't have any assurance that
,

22 correspondence has been filed.

23 As a matter of fact, I wanted to mention that to

(3
s/ 24you , Mr . Farnell. Even though we pointed out to you that you

2Sfailed to serve the Board with your answer to the notice

O
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\- 1here, the Board still has not been served with the company's

2 answer. You have to be very careful about that. This

() 3 Consumers proceeding and the other proceedings have been so

4 complicated that the Of fice of the Secretary is really

5 concerned about getting the papers in the proper hands.
.

6 But that is a digression. That was an opportunity

. 7to remind you. But these subcontentions -- examples don't

8 speak for themselves, so there are difficulties there. I do

Snot know what we are going to do about it.

10 MS. STAMIRIS I thought they did not have to

11 speak for themselves at this point, at this prehearing

12co nf erence.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is true, they don't have to

14 be proved now. Eut at least we have to understand them.

15 MS. STAMIRIS: Surely.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 And I don't understand these

|. 17vithout some research. And we have not made any such

18 re se arc h . It is possible that we cannot'make it. We may

19ha ve to ask you to -- don't resort to references. Spell out

*

20specifically what you mean. I don't know. And I think it

21vould not be particularly productive to go into great detail
,

22on them until the Board has an opportunity to consult and

23 determine if , and.if so, to what extent even this concept of

O/ 24a contention is appropriate.

25 MS. STAMIRIS I understand what you ha ve said. I

o
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() ljust meant this is a question that I can ask later or--

2 find out at another time, really, about whether I could add

() ~

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have not answered yorr

5 question. You just reminded me.
.

6 (Laughter.)

7 There are provisions for adding to conten tions,.

8and generally the Board would provide for it. Generally we

9 allow contentions to be amended and to be explained. Not

10only do we allow it, sometimes we require it after

11 discove ry . And tha t will depend upon many factors. One is

12wh en did the new information become available, how diligent

13were you in discovering this new information.

O
14 The closer you get to hea ring, the tighter the

15 standards would be. We would impose a tighter standard on

16 h e d ay before the hearing than we would tomorrow, fort

17exa m ple . The answer to your question is yes, if the

18 contention is accepted and if you learn new information, you

19are not foreclosed from at least seeking to have it

' 20acce pted . Diligence is important.

21 MS. STAMIRIS I have a few other comments about
.

22the main issue we are talking about that I set forth in the

23first part of the contentlen. Mr. Miller spoke about that

24he would agree that concealment would be within the realm of

25the obligation of the licensee, of course the f act that they

n
(_I

,
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( 1 would not conceal anything.

2 The way I see it, then, it is a difference of

() 3 degree between concealment and f ull disclosure. If we can

4 agree that concealment is wrong, according to the licensee's

5 applications, then I feel we should also agree that a lesser
.

6 degree of the same -- I don't want to use the word " crime,"

7but that a lesser degree would, in fact, also be an.

8 obligation of the licensee to have a complete and full

9 disclosure of the information that pertains to health and

10saf ety standa rds. particularly when it has been asked for by

11 the NRC.

12 The only other comment I would like to make on the

13 basis of this contention is that when he agreed that perhaps

14Poin t A under that contention, the material false statement,

15 th a t they might accept that that would be something to

1611tigate but that was the only thing he would concede, well,

17my thought on this is that perhaps one of these -- if I had

18found one of these in itself, perhaps I would not say that

19dces reflect a poor managerial attitude, because he is

-

20sa ying perhaps we could litigate Point A but that does not

21 reflect a poor managerial attitude.
.

22 Maybe it does not in itself, but the combined

23ef fect of those four and others that I think I could
n

24 prob ably find if I had more time, as a whole to me indicate-

25 poor managerial a ttitude . |

[ ~)s-
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(')
*%/ 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH Anything further on Contention

2 Number 17

('i 3 MR. PATON: May I comment ? Mr. Miller spent a
V

4 fair amount of time saying that this is a good f aith dispute

5between consumers and the staff, and I submit when he does
.

6 hat he is arguing the merits of the case, and the merits oft

7the matter are not before this board..

8 The point is the staff thinks they need certain

9information. Consumers does not think the staff needs that

10inf orma tion . And Ms. Stamiris is alleging that their

11f ailure or reluctance to give us the inf orma tion results

12 rom this attitude or whatever it is she is alleging in thef

13first paragraph of this contention, this failure to be

O
14 complete and candid .

15 I think that is a perfectly legitimate contention.

16Maybe she cannot prove it, but that is a perfectly valid
, .

17 cont ention . His defense was it is a good faith argument,

18bu t that is with the merits.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITHS The con ten tion is , in my

~

Nexperience, rather a unique one, unusual. As you heard it

21 expressed , it has some problems. One is I think everyone
,

22 concedes, as Mr. Miller did, taking the extreme of the

23 contention and it should be developed tha t they lie about

24information they provided , then he concedes that that would

25be a t least evidence that we could accept as to the
,

($)
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1 reliability of the probability of the licensee living up to.

2vhatever commitments they may make.

3 But here we have gone into whether their conduct

41n a litigation can itself be a substantive issue in that
j

'511tigation, and that troubles me.

6 MR. PATON There is -a misunderstanding in there.;

7 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Could you clear it up?4 .

:

8 MR. PATON: Mr. Miller referred constantly to the

9 fact that she is objecting to the fact that they had taken
,

10 rights that '.: hey were entitled to to take an appeal in this

11 case or something. I did not know what he was referring to.<

12He may be ref erring to paragraph C, which talks about the
,

13 appeal against providing further information and testing

14 requested in the two letters.

15 I want'Ms. Stamiris to correct me if I am wrong,
i

16bu t I am quite certain that what she is referring to there"

171s something we call an appeal within the staff internally.'

18What happens is Consumers does not agree with the

19 decision-making level, the lowest decision-making-level of

~

20the staff. We say we don't like it, we would like to *-
-

21 ap pe al . We say, okay, fine, you can talk to the next level
,

22of- m anagement. That is what we are talking about.

23 sShe-is referring _to an internal dispute. I don't'

' 24 understand that to mean their exercise of their rights in

26this.;1egal proceeding 'at all. And his argument that they
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) late being accused of something because of their exercise of

2their legal rights I think is just totally unfounded.

! 3 MR. MILLES: Mr. Chairman, I believe if I might()
4just clear up the confusion, subparagraph C does, in fact,

5 refer to the internal appeal process that Mr. Paton just
.

6 described. And again, that is a right we have within the

7 process to ask for a higher level of technical review..

8 But Subparagraph D talks about our failure to

9 provide adequate acceptance criteria for remedial actions,

10as set forth in Part 2 of the order for nodification. We

11have availed ourselves again of our legal rights to ask for

12a hearing on whether or not we have, in fact, given that

13information, and to take, in effect, our request for a

14 hearing under Subparagraph D here in Contention One as

15 evidence of a bad managerial attitude.

16 I sub,mit that is simply unfair. There is no basis

17for saying that that is evidence of a bad managerial

18attitu d e .

19 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, that is not what she is

* 20sa y ng. She is not complaining about the taking of

21 ap pe als . She is complaining about their failure to give
,

o

22this inf ormation. He is misconstruing her statement totally.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH I think we have exhausted this

b ~

s/ 24 discussion . Ms. Stamiris' Contention Number 2 is parr.1lel

25to Number 1 in that you begin by alleging financial and

O
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ry
/ 1 schedule pressures, and then you use examples. Maybe we

2have established some principles in the discussion of

( )- 3 Con tention Number 1. We will not have to discuss this quite

4as thoroughly.

5 Would you just proceed with your --
.

6 MR. MILLEEa You are quite righ t, Mr. Chairman.

7This presents very similar issues to Contention Number 1,.

8and it is really the predicate to the contention that is the

9 problem. The issue before this board is going to be is
t

10 here resolution of the soils issues.t

11 What Ms. Stamiris wants to talk about is something

12 tha t is way beyond that. She wants to talk about whether --

13assu ming that the soil settlement issue cannot be resolved,'

141s it because of financial and time schedule pressures?

15That is the issue she wants to litigate before this board.

16I submit again this is both beyond the scope of this board's

17 order and essentially irrelevant to any issue that the Board

181s = g oing to be asked to rule on-with respect to the

19su bs ta nce .

~

20 The question is going to be is the technical fix

21 th at has been proposed with respect to safety-related
.

22 structures founded on inadequate soil material adequa te? We

23are going to present evidence on that. There will be
/*(- 24 evidence from the staff, I assume. Either it is or it isn'ti

2Sor they cannot tell.

I l
%j

.
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/%(-) 1 But the question of whether or not there were

2 financial and time schedule pressures simply has nothing to

(]) 3do with that issue, and it is just really again an attempt

4 o litigate something that goes to, again, managementt

5 attitude, management approach to a problem.
.

6 I do not think that that is the concern of this

7 board, really, as denomina ted within, again, the four-

8 corners of the December 6, 1979 order. There are very

9 specific issues that are laid out for this Board's

10determina tion , and the question of why a certain remedial

11 action was taken rather than another in terms of , to quote

12 he contention, " financial and time schedule pressures" ist

13 simply irrelevant and beyond the scope of the order.

O
14 MS. STAMIRIS4 I would just say we have principles

15ve have set f orth talking about Contention Number 1. These

16a~re' the same I have for Contention Number 2. I feel that, by

* '
17 he examples I have set forth, that I have shown how, int

18f a c t , it does relate specifically to the soil settlement

191s su es . I have tried to stay within the scope of what I

~

20 thought was the scope of this hearing by only listing the

,
,21 examples that had a direct relationship to soil settler.ent.

n

22 One thing that we talked about in Contention i

!

23Nu mber 1 that really is more specific to Contention Number 2 i

241s 'when you asked whether, at least in my opinion, the FSAB

3 material false statement is, in fact, a product of the CA
,

'

(2)
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(3
\- 1 deficiency. I set that forth very specifically in Part A of

2 his second contention, and I believe that it was, in fact,t

)) 3a product of the deficient quality assurance.

4 I hope that is cle'ar as it reads, and it probably

Sis not. But, you know, I have some sentences that are
.

6 irect quetes from some of the documents that I read that Id

7would be happy to provide for you to support this if it is-

8not clear from the way it is worded in Part A.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I had a note here to ask for more

10 explanation on it. If you could discuss that Part A more

11 thoroughly, it would be helpful.

12 MS. STAMIRIS Would you like me to read the

13 quotes I am referring to. I think two sentences would --n)%
1-4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, because I don't think the

15 contention really speaks for itself too well.

16 MR. PATON: I can make my response very quickly,

17 M r . Chairman. In fact, I have no response other than the

18 comments I made with respect to Contention 1. I agree with

19your statement that the essential question is the same, the
e.

20sa me principles, which I will state if you want me to. |
2

-

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It might be helpful.
,

22 MR. PATON: I just think that this is in the same

23ar ea as was discussed in ALAB-106, managerial attitude. Her

/ 24 allegation is -- and I think the Board should note that !
,

2Sfinancial and time schedule problems are obviously of
t.-

C\
() s

. .

.

%
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O(_/ 1 consideration of any licensee. I think we could start with

2that fact. How far they go I am not arguing, but they must

3 consider financial and time schedule. I think that is a(';
4 starting point.

5 She is saying that those considerations have
.

6affected their consideration of soil settlement issues, and

7as a result of that they have compromised health and safety.

8 regulations, and then she goes on to demonstrate that. To

9that extent I think it is an acceptable contention.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Stamiris, in this contention

11do you, in your organization of it, your approach to it, do

12you begin with the allegation and belief that the licensee

13has been motivated by financial and time schedule pressures

h'
14 unduly as compared to health and safety considerations --

15and you give as examples A through E -- or is it your

16 philosophical approach that A through E lead to the

17 conclusion? It may seem like a distinction without

18 substantive difference, but I think there is a difference.

19 MS. STAMIRIS: I have not made that distinction to
'

20myself when I set this forth, so I would have to think about

,
21 th at .

22~ CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is. what led you to the

23 conclusion, the examples.

24 MS. STAMIRIS: Yes. They may, in fact -- some of

'Etnem may be closer to conclusions than examples.

O
N.]

.
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Ok/ 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That was not exactly the

2 question. However, that still is pertinent to the

() 3 contention.

4 MS. STAMIRIS Would you like me to read the

Squote? This is in my notebook from documents at the
.

611brary, the document room. I have March 21, 1979, 50.54(F)

7 request from the NRC. The first question that was asked --.

8and I don't have this in quotes, but this was the gist of

9the question coming from the NRC to identify QA deficiencies

10 th a t contributed to this soil settlement problem.

11 The reponse of the Applicant was -- this is in

12 quotes - "The Midland FSAB was submitted to the LRC at an

g 13 earlier point in the project than would have normally
v

14 occurred in order to provide additional time for the

15 operating license hea rings due to the f orecasted

16in tervention . Consequently, some of the material required

17to be included in the FSAR was not available at the time of

181ts initial submittal or was supplied based on preliminary

19 design information." q.,

'

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Here again we have examples which

21are not available in a practical sense to the Board. We
,

22 don? t have that statement, or if we do, we have not isolated

1 Git, 'nor should we at this stage of the hearing, nor have we
O
' 24 read Mr. Kepler's report. At least I have not, and I dcubt

251f 'my colleagues have. It is not really our practice to do

(%
\_) +

:
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() 1these things.

2 Anything further on Contention 2?

. ("g 3 (No response.)
y

4 Contention 3. You state you object to the portion

Swhich is outside of the sccse. My note here is I wanted a
.

6 precise explanation of what is in and what is without.

; 7 HR. MILLERS Once again we are back to the
.

8 question of managerial attitude. I would just like to pick

Sup on something Ms. Stamiris said with respect to the FSAR

10in response to my comments on Contention 2. We have no

11 objection to litigating -- I guess it is Contention 3.B.I --

12vhich talks specifically about alleged quality assurance

13 problems relating to verification and review of FSAR

O 14sta t emen ts. We have no objection to litigating that

15 specific issue .

16 It seems to me within the scope of this hearing we

17are prepared to go forward on tha t ba sis. But again, the
,

18 question of whether or not we have to go beyond the specific

19 assertions that are found in - the body of the contention

Munder Subpart B and Subpart C, where they si.mply talk'

21 generally about managerial attitude inconsistent with
, .

22 implementation of quality assulance regulations, is simply

|Gtoo broad a formulation.

O) 24 It goes back to the question that Mr. Paton was(

25 asked by Mr. Linenberger, whether in the staff's view the

m.,

,G

.
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,Q
kJ 1 entire quality assurance program of the company is open for

211tigation here. It is our view, based, as I said, on our

() 3 reading of the December 6, 1979 order, that it is only the

4 questions of quality assurance that relate to the soil
,

5 settlement issues that are before this board for disposition.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Stamiris.

- 7 MS. STAMIRIS: I would just say that the quality

8 assurance criteria violations that I have set forth in Part

9B of that do relate directly to soil settlement issues. As

10in earlier contentions, I am not trying to allege that the

11vhole QA program is deficient, because I have not

12in ve stiga ted the whole QA program.

- 13 The only part that I was interested in was the QA

14t hat did, in fact, have a direct relationship to soil

15settlemen t issues, and that is the way that I read the

16 December 6 order: that any quality asstnerce problems that

17related to soil settlement would, ja fact, ce a part of this
.

18 hearing ; or I would not have attempted to do what I have
|

19do n e .

~

20 MR. MILLER: Perhaps there is no difference

21between us. We have, as I say, no objection to accepting as
,

22 contentions and litigating the matters that are set forth

1

23under Subparagraph B and Subparagraph C. ;

(3) i

10 24 - MR. PATON: Could I comment, Mr. Chairman? Mr. |

'

25 Chairman , it seems to me like -- I don't know there is any

())u

1

I,
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() 1 problem here. . Everybody is agreeing, I think. The

2Tntervenor and Petitioner are agreeing that this contention

3-- she did not mean to imply in the introductory paragraph
{}

4of this contention that she wants to discuss anything more

5than QA as it relates to the soil construction problem.
.

6 I think that is what Mr. Miller wants and I think

. 7that is what she is trying to allege, unless I am wrono.

8Perhaps we need to mend this first portion to see that

91 imitation. But I don't think there is a problem.

10 MR. MILLER: I just observe that that is really

11 no t what the words in the introductory section state. They

12 refer back to earlier decisions of the Appeal Ecard and of

.
1311 censing boards that deal with quality assurance matters

(_)'

14 totally- unrelated to soil issues.

15 MR. PATON: I would like to respond to that. As I

16un derstan d this con tention , she does not want to go back and

| 1711tigate any history and talk about past QA deficiencies
*

i

! 18that are history. If I am wrong, I hope shdkgorrects me.
19She is referring to those decisions in support of her

-

2Dallegation about managerial attitudes.

21 She may be referring to them as a matter of law.
.

| 22She says this is what the law says. She definitely does not )

23wan t to go back and litigate -- please correct me if I Am

(, ) 24wron g -- shegdoes nut want to relitigate and historic

25 matters with respect to QA, if that is what Mr. Miller's

|
/~h I

\_)
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f
L' 1 question was.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What words can be put into the

(7 3 introduction to Number 3 that will satisfy Mr. Miller?,;

4 MR. MILLER: Excuse me. I will make my

5 suggestion, and that is that if the introductory sentence
.

6 stopped after the word " Appendix B reg ula tio n s" , which is a

- 7 carryover to the third line, and there was a period inserted

8there and the rest of it was dropped, we have on objection

9 o the contention as written.t

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would it also be acceptable if we

11were . to add, the second place where quality assurance

12regulatins appears -- that would be the fifth line down --

13and we add " implementation of quality assurance

14 regulations", and adding this word " with respect to soil

15 settle men t problems"? Would that be all right?

16 MS. STAMIRIS: Are you asking me.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am asking everybody. That '

18vo uldn ' t be all right?
-

19 MS. STAMIRIS: I did not say that. I mean I am
"

20quite sure that would be all right.'

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would that be okay with you?
,

22 MR. MILLER: Mr. Chairman, I was talking about

23ending . th e sentence , as I say, at the beginning of the third

(~)'

\' 2411n e of the contention. I have expressed my position with

25 resp ect to the issue of mana'erial attitude. I will notg

] -

1
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( )_ ~ 1 rehearse that again.

2 If the Board is not going to accept my arguments

3vith respect to whether or not managerial attitude is an

41ssue in this proceeding -- we believe, I said, it is not --

'

S hen the suggestion you have made would certainly assist int
.

6 dealing.with the contention and limiting its scope to what

7ve believe is proper in this hearing.. .

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Assuming that that is a standard

9 hat the Board accepts for contea tions, would you thent

10 object to the final clause beginning "Since reasonable

11 assurance was given in the past"? That is more than ani

12 evidentiary allegation, isn 't it , or a basis? Do you still
.

13wa n t that last clause in there, "Since reasonable assurance.

( )- was given in the past"? If you want it --

,

15 MS. STAMIRISs Well, I have to speak just, you

16kno w , not as a lawyer. If I don't have it in there in
'

17wo rd s , I vant it in there in thought. I do, ind d, want to

18 refer to that this is just another example of a pattern that
*

%

19we have seen set forth bt 2 ore in these other cases, and that

201s why I think it is relevant, because as I read those other*

21ca ses , and the conclusions of them, particularly, they were
.

22open-ended in my mind where they said there is reasonable

23 assurance that the licensee will go forward with'a proper QA

h. 24 program . .

25 If that kind of an open-ended conclusien is the
7

O
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. 1 conclusion of a hearing or a case, then that, to me, says

2this is an example of how that has not taken place. So I do,

(} 31n fact, want to talk about that part of past cases and only

4that part. I don't want to go into the technical aspects of

Spast cases.
.

6 MR. LINENBERGER: Mrs. Stamiris, in taking that

7 position, do you consider that you are indeed staying within. .

8the scope of the issues as set forth in the December 6 order

9of the staff?

10 MS. STAMIBIS4 I do believe so because I only want

11 to talk about how those further examples of noncompliance

12 relate to soil settlement.

13g3 (Board conferring.)

L]
14 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Anything further on Contention 3?

15 MR. MILLERS No, sir.
e

16 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Ms. Stamaris, I know you are not

17f amiliar with the proceedings. It may be somewhat
U

18 un se t tlin g. You think you should be getting some feedback

19from the Board, but this is not the case. You don't get it

*

20h e re . Sometimes you do. But some of these issues are very

21 complicated and we want to discuss them. We want to look at
.

22the transcript and see what was said and think about it.

23 So don't try to infer by our just going on to the

(")\- 24next contention that any situation exists. You have an

2Soppo rtunity now to address Contention 4. ,

, s
.,

.

4
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h 1 MS. STAMIRIS: I think Mr. Faton has raised

2something with me the.t I was not aware of before. If there

3would be some way that you'could assure me that you would

4 keep these past cases in mind when you looked at quality

5 assurance regarding soil settlement, then that would sa tisfy
-

6me.

.
7 CHAIRMAN SMITH That is what I thought was

8 troubling you. She is afraid that one clause in a

9 contention will def ea t the entire contention; that if we do

10 no t accept the last phrase, then we will accept none of the

11 concept of your contention.

12 Well, my approach to it, and I am sure my

13 colleagues on the Board, we don't look at them quite that

O 1411t e rally . In my view, anyway, that tends to get

15 evidentiary consideration and not a proper element of the

16 contention. It may be a basis, but it is not a proper

17elemen t for the contention, whicti, in my view, would not

18def ea t the whole contention.

19 Now, what did you want to offer which might

*

20cla rif y 7

21 MR. PATON: Possibly -- I don't know. I just
.

Hasked.her would it resolve the contention for her if the'

23Eoard took notice of those Appeal Board decisions. That I

O 24thou ,ht mient mexe the who1e proh1e. ,e eway.

*

25 MR. COWAN4 I think it is importan t for everybody

|
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k_3) I to realize that when you come to present evidence, you can

2put in almost anything tha t will support what you are

(]} 3 contending, so there is always an opportunity to bring these

4 things in when the hearing comes on.

5 MS. STAMIRIS: With that understanding, I would be

i Swilling to strike that portion of my contention, that one

. 7 clause, because the words would still be in there about this

8being a repeated pattern of quality assurance deficiencies,

9because that is -- without any evidence or anything, I still

10 have the word. It represents a repeated pattern.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Contention quite regularly -- and

12you have -done an unusually thorough job - quite regularly

13have a statement of what your contention is with a basis for

141t . The basis sometimes almost becomes an evidentiary

15st a t emen t . I don 't think -- I mean you can leave that

16 clause in or take it out, as you see fit, but we are not 1

. - )
17goin g to -- I don't think it is going to be controlling hov |

l
18ve rule on the contention. ;

19 Your view is generally with respect to quality

|'

20 assurance programs on soil settlement , they have done a bad ;

I
21dob ; they do a bad job all over the place; and furthermore,

.

22th ey have alvars done a bad job. Now, isn't that basically

23your view?

24 MS. STAMIRISa' But I have not said that.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is what is in the contention.
1
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()- 1 MS. STAMIRISa Yes. I am feeling that, yes. But

2I have shied away from stating that in my contentions.

-} 3 CHAIRMAN SMITHa It is going to be our(J
4 responsibility to bring your basic view into reasonable

5 bound within the scope of the proceeding, and it cannot be
.

6done by a simple formula. It is going to be done perhaps as

7a matter of judgment, which other people will disagree.

8vith,, or not precise rules.
,

J 9 Certainly, generally speaking, if you are going to

10 allege that a situation exists, a pattern of conduct exists

11vith relation to the soil settlement issues, we could not

12say as a matter of law you could not show a pattern in other

13 areas if it was relevant and probative and otherwise

#
14 reliable evidence.

15 We could not say that, and I think that is what

16your concern is. But this is too early to make rulings like

17 th a t . We have to know more about the case, where it is |

> |

18goin g , and we would have to look at it perhaps in the
,

1

19 context of what you are trying to offer.

*
20 Is that helpful?

,

21 MS. STAMIRISs That is helpful, and there is one i
. ,

22other clarification I would like to make. It seems it might

23be a ' point of conf usion between Mr. Miller and myself , and I

I 24do not want to limit myself to quality assurance citations

25th at were in Appendix B of the December 6 order. In my
,

O

s
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O' 1small'"b" of this contention, I have set forth which

2 criteria of the quality assurance regulations I feel were

(] 3 violated in addition to those in Appendix B.

4 I en saying that I do feel those are within the

5 scope of the order as a whole, but they are not listed and
.

6 outlined only in Appendix B. They are referred to in other

- 7 parts of the order. So I did not know if there was some

8 confusion between my small "b" and Part B of the order.

9 HR. MILLER: I don't think there was. I

10 understand that.

11 MS. STAMIRISs Does Consumers accept that I can

12 allege these or I can talk -- I don 't know what word I want

13to use, but do you accept that I can talk about these
s

14 contentions in ny small "b" even though they are not in

15 Appendix B of the order, but I consider the whole order.

16 MR. MILLERS That is my understanding, Mr.
.

17Ch airman .

18

19
o

~

M

21
.

<

23
.

- 24
~

25
'

O
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f

1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How did you happen to have Roman

2 numerals under sub B?

O. 3 MR. PATON: Those are the criteria in Appendix B.

4 MS. STAMIRIS: I have one further question tha t

Smigh t would I be better off in my contentions if I did--

.

6not set out these specific examples?

- 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No. And also I wanted to clarify

8an earlier remark. I was not criticizing you for making

9 references, for example, to the Kepler Report and things

1011k e that. I was pointing out that references, when the

11 meaning depends upon reference material, that creates a
,

12 pro ble m .

13 But the more information you put about your

14co n t en tion , the fairer you are being to consumers; and they

15are not complaining about that, nor is the Board.

16 On your C did you leave out a word?

17 MS. STAMIRIS: Yes. " Building."

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Are there other safety-related
.

19 buildings involved in this -- I don 't want to say other

~

20 safety-related buildings in connection with the

i
21 administration building, but in addition to the diesel j

,
<

22 generator building are there others ?

23 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir. The administrative

(> 24 building is not a safety-related building.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This does not shine through in

ONJ

|
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('s
\~l 1the Director's order.

.

2 MR. PATON: There are --

() 3 CHAITMAN SMITH: There is a lot the Board does not

4know about this case that by now I think we should have, so

Swe are going to put that later on on the agenda for
.

6 discussion.
/ -

- 7 MR. MILLERS Yes, sir.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is there any further discussion<

9on Ms. '*tamiris ' contention three?

10 (No response.)

11 No f urther discussion of this contention?

12 MR. PATONs Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, no.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Contention number four, there isjS
%)

14no objection.'
-

15 MR. MILLER: Contention 4-B, sir, and this coes

16back to the comment that you just made with respect to other

17saf ety-related buildings and structures belng involved.

18There are in fact other safety-related structures -- there

19are soil settlement issues to be resolved. The cooling pond

*

20 dikes which you referred to in contention 4-B are not a

21 safety-related structure or building obviously. And again,
,

Eth e scope of the order is quite clearly limited to the soils

23 problems that have arisen with respect to safety-related

()<

24 structures and systems found in and on plant fill material.

25 The cooling pond dike, which is a dike that

<
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() 1 surrounds the overall compound for the cooling pond -- it is

2not a seismically classed structure. On that basis we

(]) 3believe it is outside the scope of this hearing, and the

4 contention should be rejected on that basis.

5 MS. STAMIRIS: I would respond that I feel there
.

61s a portion of this cooling pond that is indeed

- 7 safety-related, and I understand that there is an emergency

8 cooling reservoir that is actually a part of -- one is set

91nside of the other, and that emergency cooling supply is in

10 f act safety-related, and therefore, it relates to the

11 cooling pond safety.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH Okay.

13 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, this issue here is one

O 14on which we have spent a considerable time with C'onsumers

15 Powe r . I don't think anybody would claim that that is the

16most significant issue in the case, but we spent a lot of

170ur time trying to resolve the question.

18 There is an 880-acre cooling lake that exists now,

19and the etaff discovered in the process of this -- perhaps
*

20we knew it before, but in any event, in the process of

211 earning about the soils problem at the site, the dike
_,

22around the cooling Lond is made essentially of the same kind

23of material, fill material, with which we have' trouble --

- 24with . which we have questions and issues, etcetera, that is

251n the power block under the diesel generator building,
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/ 1 etcetera. So we have serious questions about the dike.

1

2 Now, there is a portion of the dike that is near

() 3what we call the inner pond at the bottom of the cooling

4 pond. In a certain portion of the cooling pond there is an ,

|
Sinner pond, in other words, where the cooling pond goes down

.

6another 10 feet, and that portion of the cooling pond is

7 dedicated to shutting the plant down in emergencies and is.

8 definitely a seismic Category 1 structure.
4

9 And our position clearly is that the dike next to

10 hat in the general area of that Class 1 structure clearlyt

111s within the scope -- within the Board 's scope because it

121s safety-related, and it is the same soils problem that we

13have; so the staff does not have any problem with that.

O
1-4 Now, we are arguing about the portion of the dike

,

15 hat is not near the Class 1 structure, the inne$ pond; andt

16 he staff believes that thib contention is appropriate, andt

17all we want is to get a small amount of information with

18 respect to the remaining portions of the dike so we can make

19our assessment of whether there is a serious problem.

*

20 But the specific legal argument involved is

21co r plica ted , and there may be reasons that this Board should
.

221ook at the environmental problem. And let me address that

23just for a .second.

24 The initial aspects of this proceeding, th e

25en f orcement proceeding which ordered the suspension of

('\
.%)

,
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O
\_/ 1 construction, generally you don't write environmental impact

2 statements with respect to that, but this proceed 2ng

(v') 3 involves more than that. This proceeding involves the

4 Board's answer to the question, should the order be

5 sustained?*

..

6 And if this Board is inclined to let Consumers go

7back and complete this construction, this Board is going to.

8have by that time knowledge that that dike -- we think the

9 Board should aave knowledge of the questions involving that

10 dike .

11 We have not been informed of any exhibited problem

12vith that dike, but we do not know if there are any

13 proble ms . We have strong reason to believe that that dike

141s made of the same material with which we have serious

15 problems in the other portion of the f acility, and all we

16wan t to do is take a look at tha t dike and see if there are

17an y environmental problems.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH When you say take a look at the

19 dike , you mean --

' *

20 MR. PATON: We have asked for information about

21 th at dike, and we think we should look at it.
,

22 MR. COWAN Is this connected with the problem of

23 additional borings?
O
k-) 24 MR. PATON: Yes, sir, exactly that problem.

~

25 MR. COWAN: I read about that, and I expected to

- (J\ . c
\
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lask you about it.s

2 MR. PATON: Yes, that is that problen. We have

() 3 asked them for a f ew additional borings, and we have a big

4 dispute about this. We think it appropriate that we obtain

5this little bit of additional inf ormation so we can assess
.

6the possible environmental impacts of the dike. The dike is

7there and if the dike should fail, it would have an.

8 environmental impact, and that is now. It is not anything

9that would be in the future. The dike exists and is there

10no w , and we have questions. We want some answers, and we

11cannot get them.

12 MR. COWAN: If you are led to conclude that there, ,

13was a problem there, are you implying that this would call
%)

14for an environmental impact statement and the regular

15 routine that one goes through?4

16 MR. PATON: I am not sure this would require a

17 full environmental impact statement. We have done one, but

13it seems clear to me an argument could be made that we

19should look at this thing environmentally. We have

Nknowledge that there may be a problem, and we do not know" '
--

21there may not be a problem. All we know is it is there and
.

22no body has told us that it exhibits any problems, but we

23cannot assess it. We don't have the information necessary

24to know if in f act there is an environmental problem. And

25we think tha t before this Board, for example, should

.
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' O
5' 1 seriously consider letting them go back to construction,

2that this is part of this proceeding.

(} 3 It is a soils problem. It is a possible

4 environmental problem. We don't know what the answer is.

5And frankly, as a practical matter to us, the answer is
.

6readily obtained, and we don't understand why we cannot get4

7that information.-

8 Now, I think also, Mr. Chairman, I am saying to

9 ou that is a complicated legal issue. We wish we did not7

10have to f ace it as a complicated legal issue , but what I am

11 sa ying to the Board is I would suggest that you give the

12 parties some more time to work out this problem and see if

,- 13ve can arrive at a conclusion, and if we cannot, I suggest,

L
14we submit memos on the appropriateness of this Board

15considering the possible environmental impacts of this

16 f acilit y . And we also would expect to address the fact that

17this dike is safety-related.

18 There is a legal argument that#can be made that

19says this dike is saf ety-related. I can indicate to you

~'

20what the general nature of the argument would be. I cannot

21 address it fully at this time, but we would like that
,

22 opportunity if the parties are not able to work this out.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH M r. Miller.

n'' 24 MR. MILLERS May I respond, Mr. Chairman?

25 There are two things that have been put before

I')LJ
.
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lyou. The first is the contention 4-B, and the second has to

2do with the advisability or desirability of additional soil

f] 3 borings in the vicinity of the dike. And I think they are
v

4two totally unrelated problems, and we ought to address them

5 separately.
.

6 I don't believe that anyone has controverted my

7 statement that the slope stability of the dike does not.

81nvolve a safety-related structure. Mr. Paton in his very

91ast comment sa id that if he can just have a little more

10 tim e , he can come up with an argument that will demonstrate

11 that in fact it is safety-related.

12 Well, with all due respect, the time for making

13those arguments has long since passed.

O
1-4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How do you arrive at that?

15 MR. MILLER: Mr. Chairman, the question of this

16 dike' has been in, I believe, Ms. Stamiris' contentions since
'

17the very beginning. This is its latest formulation.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are talking about a couple of

19 weeks .

20 MR. MILLER: If I might have just a minute to-

21 check the . staff response.
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I do not want to digress because

Zhre are not going to be controlled by that anyway,'I don't
.

() |

V 24 belie ve .

25 MP. MILLER: If I might just state, the

'

h

|
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i) - 1 safety-related portion of the cooling empoundment is belowm

2the -level where a dike f ailure would lead to an emptying of

(]) 3 hat portion of the empoundment. And while I would be happyt

4 o find out on what basis it is believed that the overallt

Scooling pond dike is regarded as a safety-related structure,
.

6I believe tha t Mr. Faton considered in the very first part

7ef his statement that the dike is not that safety-related..

8 I think that makes it clearly outside the scope of
.

9this hearing on that basis.

10 Secondly, we now hear that the integrity of the

11 dike and a possible dike f ailure presents some kind of

12 environmental problem, and it is for that reason that this

13 Board should involve itself both in the question of whether '

O
14 additional soil borings are necessary, and perhaos whether

15there~ is an environmental impact associated with the dike.

16 I would first like to point out that the final

17 environmental statement for the Midland plant that

18acco m panied the construction permit dealt with the

19empoundment and described the dike at that point in time; so

'

Mthere has been consideration by the staff of the cooling

21 pond dike.
,

22 It does not deal with the consequences, the

23 environmental consequences of a dike f ailure ; but the

24information was clearly presented to the staff at that point

251n time.
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() 1 Secondly, the Federal Register notice which

2 constituted tais Board for considering the modification

[ 3 proceeding referred specifically to the Atomic Energy Act of

41954 and 10 CFR Part 2 as limiting this Board 's

5responsibi'lity. More specifically, there is a reference to
.

6a hearing pursuant to 10 CFE Section 2.204. There is no

7 reference in this order. There is no reference in the
,

8 December 6, 1979 order of the Acting Director of Regulation

9and the Director of Inspection and Enforcement that says

10an ything about the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

11or Part 51 of the Commission 's regulations which is the --

12 h at portion of the regulations that deals witht

13 environmental reports and statements and Licensing Board's_

''
14 responsibilities .

15 Mr. Paton is quite right. There is a difference

16between the staff and the company as to the necessity and
'

17the desirability of taking these additional borings. The |
1
,

18 company 's position is that the borings themselves may

19 undermine the integrity of the dike, and that is one of many

- 20 reasons we oppose the taking of these borings.

21 But whatever the merits of that dispute, it is,
.

22with all due respect, totally outside the scope of this

23h e arin g . So f ar as it is an environmental issue, it is not

( 24so m ething that should be considered in the OM proceeding.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Even if you are correct, and I

.
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(m(-) lagree with you, I don 't see anything about NEPA in the

2 Notice of Hearing, but could not the staff make the same

("/ - 3 argument, ignoring NEPAe and say that the Atomic Energy Act\
s-

4-- it is needed at this point?

5 MR. MILLER I would be happy to hear, and
.

6certainly if that assertion were made we would respond to it.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would that be within the scope of.

8the proceeding then?

9 MR. MILLER: Safety-related structure, and if the

10 dike was considered to be a safety-related structure -- if

11 that. is asserted to be founded on improper fill ma terial,

12th at is within the scope of this proceeding. But the

13 con ten ti if you will, that what has always been regarded

14as a non-safety related structure simply gets transformed

151nto a safety-related structure, and at the eleventh hour to

16 interject another issue into the proceeding is simply

17 astounding to me.

18 There has been a consistent pattern since this

19 plan t was first processed through the construction permit

'

20 stage of not regarding this dike as a reismic Category 1 or

21other! .se as a safety-related structure. There is an
,

22 ultimate heat sink in the cooling pond which is a-

23 safety-rela ted structure. It is lined with concrete or some

LQ -s- 24other impervious material. It is totally apart from the

2Soverall cooling pond with the dike surrounding it.

O
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) 1 MR. LINENBERGER: A question here, Mr. Miller.

2 Recognizing that we are not asking you to testify, and thi s

j} 31s not an evident.tary session, from the discussion --

4however, I would make the observation that from ti.)

5 discussions I have heard here between you and Mr. Paton,

6vhereas I can see that conceptually the dike -- the failure

7of the dike need not compromise the ultimate heat sink --.

8the inner pond, it is not patently obvious to me tha t the

9 failure of the dike itself might not lead to trenching, or,

1

10 di tchin g , or something as water runs out, not from the inner

! 11 pond but from the rest of the pond, and somehow create a

12 situation that could then threaten the inner pond.
13 So I fail to see how it gets to be such an open

14and shut , black and white case; but we cannot get into .

|

15 technical details here. This is not the time for it. I

16just say that I can see room for the desire to inquire
'

17further -- a basis for a desire to inquire f urther.

18 CHAIREAN SMITHS Mr. Miller, it occurs to me that

19an argument could be made that whether the cooling pond dike
- 20 contention is an appropriate one, as you point out, cot'd

21 depend upon its safety-related structure, and tha t could be
.

22an evidentiary consideration.

23 MR. MILLER: I must say, Mr. Chairman, that Mr.
/'i
(/ 24Paton's statenent today is the first tangible indication we

i

I 25ha ve had tha t the staff regarded the dike as a

.O
NI

|
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() '1 safety-related structure. And all our discussions with

2intervenors and with NRC staff proceeded on the factual

{}
3 basis that the dike was not a safety-related structure. And

4Ms. Stamiris said in our meetings yesterday that she

5 understood that that was the position, but nonetheless, she
.

6vished go ahead and present it to the Board for resolution.

7It was on that basis that we proceeded..

8
.

But you are quite right. Maybe it is a ma tter of

9 evidence. If that is the fact, we will take some discovery

10on it , and it will be appropriate for summary discosition.

11 MR. PATON: May I respond?

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Would you respond to th e

13NEPA problem and -- go ahead.

O' 14 MS. STAMIRIS: Just to respond to wha t he said ,

15 evid en tly there was a misunderstanding between us in our

16 informal discussions yesterday, because I did agree that the

17 cooling pond was not a safety-related structure in the sense

18that he was defining it.

19 I accepted that as his position, but I did not sa y

'

Nthat I thought it was not safety-related. I was defining

21the term " safety-related" in a broader sense than he was.
,

22 MR. PATON: I do not recall any statements on the

23part of -- in fact, I would say I made no statements
/~

ls>T 24yesterda y that indicated tha t I did not think this was

25sa f e ty-r ela ted . I remember specifically I was not asked for

O
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1my position on this. Consumers said they objected to it,

2and we moved on.

(} 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Whatever happened, I have worked

4 with both of you before, and I am certain that if there was

Sa misunderstanding in communication yesterday, it can be
.

6 resolved today without any problems.

7 MR. PATON: Could I respond , Mr. Chairman, to the.

8 merits of Mr. Miller's remarks?

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

10 MR. PATON: Mr. Thairman, I just asked the staff,

11an d this is information the Board should have. I have been

12 advised that the staff discovered this problem with the dike

13af ter December 6th. That may support an argument --

0
14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It could go the other way, too.

15It could be an indication it clearly was not within the

16sc ope . Why cannot, if you believe -- do you want a moment?

17 MR. MILLER: No, sir.
'

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are going to have to face the

19 dike problem sooner or _aier, I would quess. If you don't

- 20do it now, it is going to be in the operating license.

21 MR. MILLERS That very well may be, Mr. Chairman.
.

22And if someone wants to -- well, we are foreshadowing a

Ddiscussion we are going co have which Mr. Zamarin is going
_

24to present with respect to consolidation. And it may well

Zibe if we are going to have a consolidated proceeding here,

O)'

\-
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q(_j 1sure, let's get rid of the dike problem.

2 But I do have a fundamental legal question as to

(~% 3vhether or not this Board could make findings that would
V

4somehow be binding la ter on if it really does not have the

5 au t h ority -- any stated authority underneath it.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Exactly right. That is a good

7 point..

8 Two things occur to ma. One is if we don't have

9 he authority, and we should have the authority, why don'tt

10 they issue a aes Notice of Hearing? Second, if it has to be

11 resolved eventually , . and it is ripe for resolution now, why

12can ' t it be considered under the operating license

13 proceeding ?
! /~T

\_/ 14 I don't think we ought to digress with a grea t

15 deal of legal analysis on it. I think that the practical

16 considerations are probably more important, unless there are

17 things about it that are not important to the Board.

18 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, staff agrees totally

19wi th that last statement. We don't have any particular

- 2Dde sire to write long briefs on this subject. I don't think

211t is going to be a simple issue, but the practical solution
.

221s so obvious --

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Your observation that it should

() 24be resolved finally -- the dike is built now.

25 MR. PATON: Yes, sir. The cooling pond is there

-
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\/ Inow.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I don't quite understand that

() 3 point. It is not something that has to be resolved before

4they build it.

5 MR. FATON: No. I am saying if there is an
.

6 environmental -- potential environmental impact. It is not

7one of those like you consider in a construction permit..

8There is no immediacy to it because it has not been built

9yet. This dike exists, and the cooling pond is there. And

10if there is any possibility that it should leak, or rupture,

llor whatever, that problem exists today. That is the point I

12am trying to make.

13 But, F.r. Chairman, I never finished my response tofS
L/

14Mr. Miller which I would like to make.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Sure. Go ahead.

16 MR. PATON: I meant to make that statement

17be f o re . The problem is going to have to be resolved

18sometin e, and this seems like -- at least it is the stuff's

19 View that it is appropriate to do it now.

*

20 Mr. Miller said tha t I said it was not

21 sa fe t y -r ela t ed . I do not -- I thought I was quite clear
,

.

22th a t the staff thinks a legal argument can be made to say it

Dis safety-related. That is our position. He said the dike

- 24wa s add ressed in the final envitonnental statement. I don't

25 thin k that is a magic answer. In fact, after December 6,

DG
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() 11979 wa discovered the problem -- serious problen, serious
\r

2 potential environmental impact.

{}
3 You do not ignore signficant new information. I

4 don't think that is the answer to that.

5 Now, the fact that there is nothing in NEPA
.

6 mentioned in the December 6 order, I agree that you dcn't

7vrite an environmental impact statement with respect to the.

8takinc of enforcement actions, but this case involved -- in

9other words, the enforcement action in this case -- there is

10another issue before the Board, and that is, should the

11 order be sustained, and this encompasses this Board 's

12 approval or disapproval of them going back to this

13 construction and completing this construction. And that

O '

14goes out and that may raise -- and that is an issue we can

~ 15 address -- that may raise environmental duties.

16 In other words, the Board is going to be there

17vith knowledge that there is a defective dike in this case,

18an d I am not sure this Board can ignore that.

19 And I think, Mr. Chairman, that issue was touched

*

200n in the lengthy brief that was submitted to you in the

21Three Mile Island case on October 31, 1979.
..

22 CHAIREAN SMITHS This is an unusual proceedinc

23a n ywa y . In normal legal proceedings -- and here we have the

f'/\
t- 24 Ac ting Director of NRR, Nuclear Reactor Regulations, and the

25 Director of ICE telling us what the scope of the proceeding
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lis, and then they appear as a party. No one has objected to'

2that,-nor do I know that you could successfully object, but

.(]) 31t is an anomaly in our proceedings as f ar a s I can see.

4 Now, if all you have to do is decide what the

5 scope of the proceedings should be and then scope it, well,
.

6why don't you do it? If this is something that should be

. 7 addressed now, why don't your clients address it to remove

8any doubt about it?

9 MR. PATON: I am not sure I understand what you

10are saying, Mr. Chairman. What I am saying to you is I

11 ad mit that it is not a simple legal issue on whether this

12 Board can consider that environmental impact, and in fact,

13 his information came to us after December 6th.tS)
14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is a simple legal issue +. hat

15your clients can consider.

16 MR. PATON: My response, Mr. Chairman, is we

17cannot get the information. That is exactly what this is

18all about. We have asked them for those borings, and they

19will not give us the borings. We would like to consider it,

Mbut we cannot get the borings. That is what it is all about.
'

21 MR. MILLERS Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Paton
.

22misappeehends the thrust of your comments. Weren't you

3 suggesting to him what ought to be done is that the Director

nv> 24f Nuclear Regulations amend his order somehow so as to give

25this court jurisdiction, if that is the case, to consider

Ov

i
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(m_) 1 environmental --

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Exactly the point. I think it

}} 3would be an inefficient, time-wasting thing to conclude it

41s within the scope of the proceeding and find out after the

5 record is closed it is not.
.

6 This Board and these people are going to be

7 spending a lot of time on these issues, and we are busy,

Speople. If there is doubt about the scope of the proceeding

9-- and I tDink there is -- if it depends upon NEPA, then let

10 hem have some of the burden of scoping it correctly andt

11 don ' t put it on the Board.

12 I don't want to get off on a big argument on NEPA

13and how f ar it reaches.
O

14 MR. PATON: That is fine, Mr. Chairman. I think

15 th at is excellent.
16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The legal issues here should not

17be -- should not overshadow the relatively concrete factual

181ssues that I see, and that, I hope, will be the tenor. If

19we can avoid a legal issue to get right down to the facts,

'*

201e t 's do it .

21 MR. PATON: Fine. We would very much like to take
-

t.
22th a t posture.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And I would hope, Mr. Miller, and

() 24I would expect it to be the case, that you will facilitate

25ge tting directly down to the issuec. Certainly I know that

(

I
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Ok- ' lyou are going to represent your client thoroughly at all,

2 times, but if we can get directly to whether this issue

() 3should be heard or not, let's do it, because it will be

4 decided eventually.

5 MR. MILLERS I agree, Mr. Chai rm an , but I would
, -

6 add as a footnote to this discussion, implicit in any

7 modification of the Notice of Hearing in this proceeding to.

8 comprise environmental issues insof ar as they might involve

O he cooling dike and so on, it seems to me there is ant

10 obligation onNkhe staff to, in a timely and expeditious

11 f a sh ion , issue a final environmental statement so we will

12 ave. the staff position bef ore this Board so we can litigateh

13this on a schedule that is both reasonable and sensible,

14considering it has already been two years since this overall

15 problem was first brought to their attention.

16 MR. PATON: I have a response to that thet I think

171s something that is appropriate. The evidence that we

18ex pect to present to this Board with respect to the

1911censee 's proposed remedy is unsatisfactory in a certain
.

~

20 respect in that all we are in a position to do is to prove

21to this Board that we cannot assess their remedy without the |
,

22information we are asking for.

23 Tha t is unusual, v:t our position is we need

O' 24 additional ~inf ormation , and I am going to tie this in with

25the comment that Mr. Miller just made about the

(%
U
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[Ds- 1 environmental statement.

2 Our position is we need additional information to

(} 3 assess the remedy. We are saying they have nct given us a

41oc of basics that we need. So they are going to come in

Shere and bring the Board a certain position and say this is
.

6an adequate remedy, and the staff is going to be put in the

7 position where we're going to make a lot of effort and take.

8the Board 's time to demonstrate to you why we cannot assess

9 hat remedy.t

10 And if, for example, the Board agrees with the

11 staf f on tha t issue, then I do not see the hearing have any

12other outcome. If the Board were to agree with the staff,

13 hen to stop the hearing and say all right, Consumers, ift-

''
14you want to go back to construction, give the staff that

15inf o rm ation, and we go back and assess it, and then come

16back and the Board assesses the adequacy of the remedy.

17 Now, I am applying that same thing -- Mr. Miller

18says get out a partial environmental statement real fast.

19We cannot get the information we want about the dike, so I

20do n ' t think we are in any better position to make an

21 environmental -- we can come here and prove again why we
,

22cannot make an' environmental impact statement.

23 CH8.IRMAN SMITH: I don't necessarily agree with
.

s- - 24H r . Miller that you cannot proceed on environmental issues

25without an environmental sta temen t.

D
.
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\_/ 1 MR. PATON: I agree with that. I think he meant

2some kind of environmental a ssessment. My point is -- I

() 3 agree with that, but what I am saying is as far as I can

4see, it is going to be difficult for the staff to make any

Skind of environmental assessment with their refusal to give
..

Sus information. We are going +~ be in the same position.

7We are assessing a remedy..

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you make an allegation that is

9 reasonable on the face of ic without all the evidence

10su pporting it, I don 't see you have any problem. I see your

11 problem as the jurisdiction of the Board right now.

12 I did not mean to suggest to you that, as Mr.

g-) 13M111er indicates, that we are telling you to go back to your
(./

14 directors and come in with an amended Notice of Hearing,

15 scoping it under the National Environmental Policy Act.

16 I am saying if your_ judgment is at this time at

17th e beginning that it should be viewed under NEPA, well,

18 hen , let 's scope the Notice of Hearing correctly. If yout

19are confident it is an Atomic Energy Act consideration -- in

'

200ther words, we are not trying to tell you to do anything

21except do whatever you are going to do timely.
,

22 MR. PATON: I think I understand exactly what you

23are saying, Mr. Chairman.

\- 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH And allow us to participate fully

| Ziin the substantive issues without digressing in legal issues

.
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o
(-) 1which in the last analysis do not control anything. Now we.

2are down to -- is there any further discussion?

() 3 MR. MILLER: With respect to contention 4-C, the

4 parties agreed, subject to the Board's approval, that Ms.

SStamiris could have an additional -- I guess two weeks from
.

6 oday to take yet another erfort at revising thatt

7 contention, and perhaps we will be able to reach agreement.

8on that and submit it for the Board 's approval at that time.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

10 MR. MILLER: The last contention that Consumers

11 Power objects to is contention 5. Again, this gets back to

12an issue that we have touched en already this morning, and

13 th at is the additional information that has been requested
(9 -

v
14by the staff of the company.

15 We have agreed that Ms. Stamiris' contentions 3

16and 4 in large part should be admitted as matters of

17 con t roversy, and those go to the substance of the

18 cont ro versy relating to the soils issues at the Midland

19 si te . We now have some sort of blanket assertion here that

'

2 'he staff needs information requested by it, and tha t the

21 company has not given it to them, and , therefore , we should
,

22be ordered to do so That is an issue between the company

23and the staff right now.
(%(-) 24 As I said earlier, there was a portion of the

25 order of December 6th which said that we had not given them

/~S
V
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1certain information sufficient for th em to establish-

2 acceptance criteria, and we have denied that; but this is a

-( ) 3 completely unfocused contention. It is either redundant of

4 he issues which are already before the Board as framed byt

5the December 6th order and the company's answer, or it is

6vithout basis because it does not relate to any specific

7 substantive area of controversy with respect to the soils.

8 issues.

9 MS. STAMIRISt I thought this was perhaps my most

10 specific contention , but I don 't know whether it is clea r,

11since we have had some dif ficulty in communicating the

12 intent of my contentions.

13 My in ten t is tha t, as I read through thi s , there(-)g
%.

141s no reference in this contention to _h, fact that

15 Consumers is internally appealing this matter to a higher

161evel within NRC, and I dea't know who -- what level it is

17tha t makes that decision.

18 MR. PATON: That appnl is not finished.

19 MS. STAMIRIS Anyway, we are to get an answer on

'

Etheir appeal at the end of this month, by September 30. Mr.

21Vollmer is supposed to tell them whether or not he agrees
,

22with them that they don't need to give the additional

23information or whether he agrees with the NRC that the
O

24 additional inf orma tion is needed.'

25 My reason for including this is because I want to I

.

l

I
I
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k_/' 11ook at the hypothetical situation that Mr. Vollmer indeed

2 agrees with Consumers that this information is not needed.

(~'b
3I would like somebody else, and I don 't know where else to

%-
4 turn , but I would like somebody else to look at that and

5 decide whether in fact they think -- I am asking whether you
.

61n fact think that NRC does indeed need that information.
7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Going back practicalities again,.

8we have arrived at a point now where Ms. Stamiris has been

9found to have standing, and you conceded she has

10co nten tions; and so you can predict we will rule she is an

111n terveno r. And I would imagine one of the first things she

121s going to do is start submitting discovery requests,

13 interrogatories, depositions, whatever occurs to her, and
b''#

14then she will be able in due course to get this information

15and perhaps even get more information under our discovery

16 rules .

117 MR. MILLER: I am confident that that is a fact if
~

1 she avails herself of her discovery rights. The question8

19though is whether this ought to be admitted as a matter in

20 contention on which this Board should make findings in its
*

.

21 ultimate disposition of this matter.

22 I am confident t ha t the question of this

23information that has been requested is likely to come out
13
(> 24before this Board as it relates tc one or more of the

2Ssubstantive issues which the company has already agreed

O
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1should be litigated in this proceeding.-

2 But the question of whether a separate contention

()' 3as to the necessity for this material is appropriate for

4 isposition by the Board is our point. We don't think it isd

Sunless it is related specifically to one of more substantive
.

6 concerns that the intervenor has with respect to the

- 7 adequacy of the remedial action being taken by Consumers

'

BPower.

9 This is simply an unfocused contention saying that

10whatever information the staff needs it must have in order

11 to reach a proper conclusion.

'12 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Wha t if Ms. Stamiris has examined

13all the papers which relate to the soil settlement issue,

14and she concludes that taking everything into account, the

15staf f does not have reasonable assurance, nor does the

16 Board, nor does the public nor anyone else, that the plant
'

17can be operated without undue risk, and she had stated that

18as a contention, that there is a void of information leading
.

; 19to that assurance.?
'

20 It.would be almost akin to ultimate conclusion in

21the case, but it would be certainly en appropriate thing for
,

22her to raise.

23 Now, it seems to me what she has done in this

b'l 24 contention is -- not only has she made that broad

25 allegation, but she has specified it, and the specification

O
\)

i

&
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'Ois Imay be debatable, but isn't the overall thrust litigable at

21 east?

(} 3 MR. MILLER: In contention 4 she has -- 4-A and

44-D, for example, dealt with the specifics of why she feels

5 hat the proposed remedial actions are inadequate. We aret

6 prepared to litigate those with respect to the diesel

7 generator building and the permanent dewatering. And.

8 insofar as the necessity for additional information relating

9to these specific matters is involved, why, certainly those

10are going to be matters that are brought before you either

Ilin terms of discovery or as part of the evidence in this

12 case s that is, I would assume that it would be open to Ms.

13Stamiris to argue that there cannot be any affirmative

14 findin g with respect to the preloading of the diesel

15 generator building, because in the June 30, 1980 letter

16there was a request about something having to do with

17 pr eloa din g , and you never got that information.

18 But we don't -- she wants to litigate something

19else . She wants to litigate, it seems to me, an abstract

' ~

Mprinciple that whatever the staff asks for must be supplied

211n toto by Consumers Power Company or else there is no
,

22 adequate assurance overall with respect to the remedial

23a ction . And that is so unspecific and without basis that I

24do n ' t think it should be admitted as a contention in this

25 proceeding.

](s
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(~) |

k/ 1 MR. PATON: She may be remiss, as she possibly has i

2been, in other portions of the proceeding by referring to a

() Sletter, and the Board does not know what the letter is

4about, but the letters, I think, refer to the current

Sc;ntroversy going on between Consumers and the staff as to

6the need for additional borings..

7 Those letters may address additional information,.

8but the content is quite specific. It is not a general

91ssue.
3

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Could she not litigate as an

111ssue the statement that having -- considered having read

12all of the requests, all of th e responses, all of the

13information available to her on the issues and the scope of

14the hearing, having considered all these it is her view that

15the record -- that this information does no give reasonable

16 assurance that the applicant or licensee -- I don 't know

17vha t you are in this proceeding.

18 MR. MILLERS I believe we're a licensee.
,

19 CHAIBMAN SMITHS Licensee does not give reaso'nable

20 assurance tha t the licensee can operate the plant without~

21 undue risk to the health and safety of the public, she can
,.

22do tha t.

23 MR. MILLER I believe a contention that was

(') 24 framed in that way , with all due respect to the Chairman's%-

25fo rm ulation of it, would be unacceptable as simply lacking

~
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() 1 specifici ty .

2 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Right, exactly. However, it is

(}- 3certainly in issue that this intervenor is entitled to

411tigate. And tha t is, not only do we have information

Sitems, but we have in totality information which does not
.

6give reasonable assurance that the plant can be operated

7without undue risk to the health and safety of the public..

8 And then you say all right, that is ssry broad, it

91s not specific, so she becomes specific. She says okay,

10 f or on e , the information requiring borings. Certainly an

111ssue in this proceeding that the Board is going to have to

12 add re ss , one, is the information we have adequate to make

13the determination that the order should or should not be

14 sustained ? So then we are going to have to take into

15 account that the record, wh,en it is complete and closed, is

16 inadequate to make a judgment one way or the other.

17 And that is, I think, at least the essence of her

18cortention, and that is, without this information, for

19 exam ple , the record cannot be complete as to whether the

'

20 plant can be operated with respect to these issues without

21 undue risk to the hecith and safety of the public. However,
,

22that is my view.

23 MR. MILLER: It seems to me that if, for example,

n 24the staff and Consumers Power Company resolve theirss

2Sdif f erences tha t are referred to in these two letters, that
i
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O' lby definition -- she has put it on the staff. The staff has'-

2 reasonable assurance -- well, the staff will then have

() 3 reasonable assurance because they will have agreed that the

4information --

5 CHAIBMAN SMITHS I see your point, okay. This is
.

6another thing that troubles me about this proceeding. The

71ssue that we have to find -- the factual statement that we.

8have to find to be correct or not is the staff cannot

9 conclude that the safety issues associated with remedial

10 action taken or planned to be taken by licensee will be

11 resolved .

12 That leaves the Board outside looking in, and you ,

13know the precedent in the Commission does not gives us that

141ux u ry .
1

15 MR. PATON: Could I ask you where that is, Mr.

16Chairm an ? |

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I see it on page 3.

18 MR. MILLER: Mr. Chairman, I'll tell you how we

19f eel . This d.. less than crystal clear as to the

*

2Dresponsibilities of the Board vis-a-vis the responsibilities

,

21of the staff, but I think we must go to page 6 of the order,

22Pa rt V. And it really requires this Board to deal with two

2Gseparate matters. First of all, whether or not the facts

Ok' 24 set forth in Part 2 are correct, and that includes the
,

25 material that you have just referenced, whether as a matter

.
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k_) lof f act the staff has adequate information to make the

2necessary findings.

3 Secondly, whether the order should be sustained.{}
'And the order says that the order that is suggested is--

5that we do not do anything pending the submission of an
.

6 amendment and approval by the staff, and it would seem to me

7within the ambit of Part 2 of this order that this Board can.

8 determine as a matter of its expert judgment whether or nots

9the proposed remedial action by the licensee is sufficient

10so that construction can continue.

~

11 Because what you were asked to do or what the

12 order suggests is that construction be suspended except if a

13 hearing is requested, and then if construction is not

O 14 suspended, the order becomes effective on the date specified

151n an order made following the hearing.

16 That suggests to me it is within this Board's
.

17 jurisdiction to determine the underlying substantive

18 dispute, if you will, and issue an order that is appropriate

19under the circumstances. I do not think the whole purpose

* 20of this exercise is simply for you to rubber stamp the

21staf f 's order suspending construction pending the submission
,

22of an amendment to the construction permit. That could not

23be what was intended.

24 The idea is I think you would find the facts, make

25a decision, and enter an order, and modify it appropriately

O
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() lat the conclusion of the hearing.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And if Ms. Stamiris should come

{}
31n and say you are ready to close the record, Boa rd , and you

4still don't know, I submit to you then that there is

5 inadequate information upon which the Board can conclude
.

6that the licensee can operite the plant without undue risk.

7 MR. MILLER: Well, I would hope the questica or,

8the assertion to the Board would be if you still don't know

9about the composition of the fill under the diesel generator

10 building because they have not taken soil borings A, B, and

11C that were requested, but to simply -- as I said before,-

12 his unf ocused sort of reference to these borings, whicht

13 include borings around the dike, seems to me to be

'- 14 inappropriate to ba itself a matter at issue in this

15pr oceeding .

16 HR. PATON: May I respond?
'

. I'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You said the dike --

18 MR. MILLER: There are requests with respect to

19the dike , I believe. There are some about the area of the

20 diesel generator building again, and some other locations-

21th at I cannot recall.
.

22 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, may I respond to that?

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, sir.

() 24 MR. PATC"a We left off, I think, a while ago with

2SMr . Miller's statement that the burden or the thrust of this

O
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() Ififth contention it is essential to the staff 's evaluation;

2and I think I understood bi- to say that if the staff and

(~') 3 consumers were to agree , the contention would go away. If
U f

4 that is what he is saying, I disagree with him.

5 I think that even if the staff and consumers were
.

6 o agree that Es. Stamiris is perfectly at her rights tot

7come in here and allege that the staff in fact needs that.

81nformation, whether the staff agrees with that or not, that

91s the burden, if she wants to undertake that burden, which -

101s what she is saying, that is her opinion, but the staffq

11needs it , and I think she can make that allegation. She may

121o se , but I thin'x she is entitled to make that allegation,

13and I believe that's what she is intending to allege. I

O
14think that's what you just said. She wants to preserve this

15even if there is some agreement between them.

16 Is that right?

17 MS. STAMIRIS Yes, that's right.

18 (Board conferring.)

19 MR. PATON: Could I respond to your statement

* Mabout the statement on page 3 of the order that talks about

- 21a staff conclusion? I think that was only setting forth the
.

22staf f 's basis f or issuing the order. I certainly don't

23think that was intended to suggest anything that the Board
t'%
(-) 24should conclude.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As Mr. Miller pointed out, and we
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O
(_/ 1are very much aware, we have two charges. One is to find

2whether the facts set forth in Part 2 are correct or not,

{~/}
3and this is one of the facts, and we have te decide whether

~

4 he order should be sustained.t

5 MR. PATON: This might be called a conclusion as
.

6 opposed to a fact.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITHS The argument could have been made.

8-- and I am pleased to say it has not been made -- that the

9 Board can decide whether the order should be sustained, but

10I see no one argues that, which resolves the problem.

11 MR. PATONs Mr. Chairman, I would like to

12 understand -- I would like to understand tha t . I think what

13you are saying is the Board can -- for example, if Consumers

14comes in and presents evidence that the remedy is adegoate,

15and the staff comes in and says we cannot assess the

16ad eq ua cy of the remedy because we cannot get information,

17the Bo.;rd ,' I believe, just indicated you could arrive at

18your conclusions without the staff's assessment.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH Perhaps we can, but that is not

Nwhat I said, what I intended to say. Mr. Miller made an*

21 observation that in Ms. Stamiris' contention 5 there was
.

22t h at phrase, that without the information staff not have

23 reasonable assurance. And I took off from that saying well,

f)(> 24thir. raises questions about the order which seems to

25 predicate our finding under issue number one based upon

%
(G

|
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() 1whether the staff is happy, not whether the Board is happy,

2or intervenors are happy, but whether the staff is happy.

3 Mr. Miller, and you, and I think the whole Board

4now agree that sure, we want to know if the staff is happy

5with the information, but that is not controlling.
.

6 Now, your other question is the converse of that,

. 7which is if the staff says it does not have enough

8information, can we say well, you have enough -- I don 't

9know. We will face that when it comes up.

10 It is my off the shoulder impression that we

11ca nn ot under the broad order. I think we could find staff

12was quite well being unreasonable in certain requests.

13 MR. PATON: The Board is not precluding future

O
14 discussion of that issue.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Absolutely not. I certainly want

16to say our basic attitude will be if staff thinks it needs

17in f o rma tion , we certainly want to know why they feel they

18need it.

19 MR . P ATON : That would be the nature of our case.

*
20 MS. STAMIRISs May I ask a question about this?

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, ma 'am .
.

22 MS. STAMIRISs When I read the order, on page 6 of

23the order, the two things that we are trying to find, two

() 24does not depend on one, does it?

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think that can be safely said

O
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|O
\_/ Ifrom our discussion. I think everybody pretty much agrees

2with that.

("} 3 MS. STAMIRIS: And I understood --

4 CHAIRMAN SMITha But that does not open the

5 proceeding boundless.
.

6 MS. STAMIRIS No, of course not. The way I read

7 he order, and this is what I was thinking of, I thoughtt.

8that the staff had enough information to know that they

9needed more, and based on the information that they had and

10 he immediacy that they attributed to the problem, theyt

11placed the order when they did on December 6.

12 But I think that interpretation could be given

13 hat there are some open references to the need for It

14 additional information based on the information they had.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything f urther on Ms. Stamirls'

16 contentions ? |

17 (No response.)

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think we are ready to take up --

19 MS. STAMIRIS: I have a brief specific statement

Nthat I thought was misunderstood. Maybe it was only'

21 misunderstood by Mr. Miller or maybe not by anyone; but at
.

Hone point -- there were a couple of points in my contention

23vhere I refer to a material f alse statement, and I don't

- ) 24 thin k that Consumers Power has necessarily lied about this

1

Zbr that they made the statement intentionally, because in my '

i

,
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(3%/ 1 contentions that is beside the point.

2 Whether in fact they -- this error occurred

{}
31ntentionally, through dishonesty or something else, or

4whether it occurred because of incompetence, or hurrying up,

Sor some other reason, that is beside the point to me because
.

6I feel the safety questions are being compromised either way.

- 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We will begin with Mrs. Warren's

8 contentions. The first contention there was no objection.

9 MR. MILLER: Mr. Farnell will be addressing Ms.

10 Warren 's contentions.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Before we move on, let us have a

12ch ance to look at number one. I have no problem with it

13m yself . Any question or comment on Ms. Warren's contention

O
14 number one?

15 (No response.)

16 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Number two ? There are no
.

17 objections to the first and second questions.

18 MR. COWANs Sentences.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Sentences. But to the extent
'

20th at the contention relates to the borated water tank and

21 diesel fuel cil tanks, you object because that is outside
,

22the scope.

23 MR. FARNELLs It is broader than that. Tha first
O
(/ 24two sentences deal with fill soils. Those are the soils

25tha t were placed in the Midland site. The second part of

n--

e
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I the third sentence deals with silt, which is not a fill

2 soil. It is a natural soil.

(} 3 And it is our position that the scope of the order

4onty deals with fill soils and does not get into natural

5 soils.
-

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 We discussed that contention --

7that statement yesterday. I was wondering about it. What -

8vould be your view if given -- if there is still a

9 relationship between that condition and the quality of the

10 fill under the diesel generator.

11 And the other Class 1 structures, is there a

12 rela tionship in the s'etifications required between the

13 specs and the soil underlying the fill?

14 MR. FARNELL: I believe that was dealt with at the

15 construction permit stage. The glacial till in the fill was
,

16 dealt with.

I'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What I mean is is there a

18 contention in this proceeding that the adequacy of the fill

19may in some way depend upon the character of the silt

20 deposits underlying it?
~

21 MR. FARNELL None that I am aware of.
.

22 CHAIRMAN S1ITHs Okay.

23 MR. LINENBERGER: I would make an observation, Mr.

24 Chairman, tha t that statement is not obvious on its face,

25th a t what underlies the fill has no bearing upon the

$sw.$
-

4
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(~^) ledequacy of the fill.(_

2 MR. PATON: I would like to comment on that, Mr.

- 3 Chairman. Consumers seems to take the position that only

4what is involved here is the f.411, and obviously the fill is

51nvolved, but for example, is the glacial till involved? I
.

6 don't know whether they're going to say it is or it is not,

. 7but I think this is the statement in the same vein as Mr.

8Linenberger just made.

9 Une of the proposals is to put in piles as part of

10 he remedy. The piles are going to go down, and they aret

11 goin g to rest on the glacial till, so you cannot assess the

12 adequacy of the remedy unless you know the ability of that

13 glacial till to support that foundation or that pile. And

O 14you draw these fine lines that the problem is with tha soil.

15It just does not fly.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is the argument perhaps that the

17 character of the glacial till not now subject to litigation,

18bu t you would concede a relationship of, as it has been

19dete rmined to be, to the fill as he points out would be --

20 MR. FARNELLs In this proceeding?-

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.
.

22 MR. FARNELL I would say they have to establish

23some basis.

() 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH Relationship. ;

25 HR. FABNELLs Relationship. If you notice, two i

I

(u s
,
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1really only goes to seepage and liquefaction. It has

2nothing to do with piles. Mr. Paton just pulled something

() 3out of the air in that regard.

1 MR. PATON: I agree.

5 MR. FARNELL: This contention --
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is this a further refinement?

- 7 MR. FARNELLs It is a continuation. Seepage from

8the cooling pond, and she said considering that the valley

91s built on silt, the water from the pond will go into the

10 silt also. We contend it will, but that has already been

11consines _ . d there is nothing different than it was at

12the construction permit stage.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If the remedy is to put pilings

14under the diesel generator building into the glacial till,

15th e increased water levels produce liquefaction of those

16 soils as alleged in this contention. Would that be within
.

17the scope of this proceeding?
,

18 MR. FARNELLs Liquef action can occur with the fill

19and not the till. It deals with sand during a seismic --

*

20 CHAIRMAN SMITHz That is factual, but the

21 contention alleges that it can, doesn't it?
,

22 MS. WARREN I suggest that I have just gone--

Zbne step further from the problem with the fill, also adding
/

k- 241n the f act that the natural soil that was there could also

2 Shave a direct -- it will have a direct relationship, this

OV
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Iwater seepage from the cooling pond on the glacial till as

2vell as the fill soil.

(]) 3 I also sabmit that the compactions of the soil,

4 he weight that Consumers compacted the soils or did nott

Scompact the soils according to specifications does have a
.

6 direct effect upon the natural soils that are there. If the
'

7 compaction had been correct and specific and had followed-

8the specifications'
--

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is not a part of centention

10 2, is it , Ms. Warren?

11 MS. WARBEN: What I am saying right now?

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

13 MS. WARREN I'm trying to clarify why I have put3

141n the silt as a portion -- the silt deposits that are

15na tu rally there. I think the way the soils were compacted

16f rom contention 1, that directly affects the natural soils

17th at are underlying the fill.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Which in turn --

19 MS. WARRENS Will be affected by the water seepage

'

20in contention 2.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You have a three-link chain of
,

22ca usa tion .

23 MS. WARREN: Right.

(";
\_/ 24 MR. FARNELL I think at least one of the links is

25not correct. She is more worried, in the way she has it

.Ov
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Iframed, she is dealing with liquefaction which deals with

2the plant -- the higher level of the fill, not th e till. I

(} 3 don't see how there is any connection whatsoever.

4 MR. PATON: May I try, Mr. Chairman?

5 (Pause.)
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Paton.

. 7 MR. PATONs Yes. She menti'.ns in the second part

Sof her contention increased water levels producing

911guefaction. I think she is carrying over into the second

10pa rt of her contention -- let me ask her to correct me if I

11am wrong -- you are still assuming that th e pe rma n en t

12 dewatering system is inadequate, it has failed in some way,

13righ t ?

14 MS. WARREN Right.

15 MR. PATON: She is saying in the second part er

16her contention that the permanent dewatering system has

17 failed, and water levels are going to rise. And because

18there are permeable soils there, that is going to aggravate

19tha t problem, or that is going to cause the permeable soils

20-- t h a t will make the problem worse. Is that -- please-

21 correct me if I'm wrong.
.

22 MS. WARREN: Right.

23 ER. LINENBERGER: A point of clarifica tion, Ms.

O)'s 24Wa rr en . There is a soil mechanics phenomenon called

|511guefaction that manifests itself in certain types of
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() 1 soils. That has relatively little or nothing to do with

2 Water levels or presence or absence of water.

~

3 I am curious here whether when you use the term

4=11guefaction" you are making a distinction between this

5 soil phenomenon that happens in some circumstances
.

6 independent of water, or are you talking about weakening of

. 7the soil structure because of the presence of water?

8 When you use " liquefaction" are you --

9 MS. WARRENS The latter.

10 MR. LINENBERGER: The weakening of the soil

11 structure because of the presence of water.

12
.

MS. WARRENS Yes.
i

13 MR. LINENBERGEBs Thank you.

| (
14 MR. FARNELLa Also, the devatering system does not

15go down to the silt level, to the glacial till.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is factual. That may be a

17f actual defense, but that is the -- when we assess the

18 validity of a contention, we do not look at whether the
,

19 contention is true or not, rather the facts alleged --

~

20 MR. FARNELLs How would the dewatering system

21 affect something that was there, and it was the same as
.

22before, before we did any remedial action? Someone would be

23 coming to the Board and saying there is silt down there,

/]1

(- 24there is water, and it would not be part of this proceeding.

25 CHAIRMAN' SMITHS We read these contentions

O
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. 1appa rently diff erently, end it does need clarification. I

2see two contentions hare. The language beginning with

() 3"Considering" -- ac tually , more than two -- but the language

4beginning "Considering" stands alone as a contention,

5doesn't it? Maybe it depends upon the first part for
.

6 background.

7 MS. WARRENS The discussion yesterday revolved.

8around that problem. If we were going to divide it into two

9 contentions, then I lost Part 2, the background, and I also

10would lose the end which I needed for the first part of that

11 cont ention .

12 I want to discuss the diesel generator building

13and these others are affected by water seepage. This clause

O
141n the middle of it that Consumers is objecting to, and that

151s when I am discussing the natural layer underneath the

16so ils . I guess we decided to leave it in, but maybe that is

17vhat needs to be done. They ought to be separated and given

18more clarification.

19 (Board conferring.)

20 MR. PATON: Could I suggest if we put on the*

21 record our understanding that the facts alleged in the first
.

'

22part of the contention are part of the basis for the second

23pa rt of the contention, we would not have to rewrite it.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Without any judgment as to

2Swhether the contention is true or not, the Board does not

f%
.

i
1
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) 1have any trouble understanding it.

2 MR. FARNELL4 This would be as if you did not have

(} 3 this proceeding, and someone came into the construction

4 permit stage anc tried to open that up and say that there is

5 silt down there.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is all going to then depend

7upon the quality of the -- is (nat not an essential link? i-

8 MR. FABNELL: No.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is intended to be. That is an

10 essential link, an essential link of causation.
.

11 MR. FARNELLs The quality -- I just don't see --

12maybe you can explain to me how you see the link between the

13till and the fill in that regard.

O
1-4 CHAIRMAN SMITHz The pond leaks, dewatering fails,

15till becomes liquef acted affecting the reliability of the

16 fill, affecting the respective buildings..

I'7 MR. FARNELLs Before we even -- dewaterine is a

18 remedial procedure. This is something that was not in the

19 plant as designed, so there was -- the water wouldn't stay

*

20there in the silt anyhow. That was planned for. Dewatering

21does not affect that.
,

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I will give you everything t !'a t

23you say except can you project a scenario in which the

( 24 quality of the fill is essential, or becomes important to

25the sarety or the integrity of the building, and I think at

O
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(m) 11 east *.- have a .'.tigable contention.'s.

2 MR. FARNELL: Why don't we just leave it at the

(} 3fil' then. I still cannot see the connection.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is the same -- the difference

5between what is evidence and what is a contention.
.

6 (Pause.)

7 MR. FARNELLs I guess, Mr. Chairman, I would ask.

Sher to explain what the pro $ected or possible cennection is

9between the fill and the till and the water and liquefaction.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Did you understand the question?

11 MS. W ARR EN : No.

12 MR. FARNELL: There needs to be some connection-

13between the till and the fill and the liquefaction.

O
14 CHAIRMAN S.1TTH: Excuse me. Go ahead.

15 MR. FARNELL: I woule like to know what it is,

16because I still cannot project anything like that.
'

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think what he is asking for is

18you to begin with an initiating event, and you follow

19through the various circumstances and events which could

20 happen, ending up with the fill being affected.-

21 Now, I understand that you are not -- maybe you
.

Mare -- are you technically qualified in this area?

23 MS. WARRENS No, sir.

(m(_) 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH This is not fatal to your

' 25 contention and -- but at lea st give it a try , what you had

O

.
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( lin mind, and if Mr. Paton can help you, that is fine. If

2you had advice on that, and I assume that you did, relate

[]} 3your advice. "

4 MS. WARRENS I discussed this with Mr. Paton.

5Perhaps he ca' " ate it more clearly than I can..

.

6 MR. PATON: I am not technically qualified either.

7 Mr. Chairman, I don 't know whether this will-

,

8 supply a missing link or not, but the liquefaction that she

9 complains of will occur in the fill.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And the fill will then have to

11 depend upon pilings.

12 HR. PATON: No, I don't think pilings are in this,

13 no; but apparently Consumers' problem is we have not alleged

0-
14any of the -- there is no allegation in here about the

I 15 inadequacy of the fill.

16 MR. FARNELL: The fill is in -- we have already

17ag reed to the first part of 2 which deals with the fill, but

18ve disagree with the till. That has always been there. Its

19 composition is the same.

~

20 MR. PATON: You mean the silt deposits?

21 MR. FARNELL: Yes.
,

22 MR. PATONs You call that the till?
,

,

23 MR. FARNELL: Yes. It is no fill.
4

v 24 MR. PATON: And she is alleging that the silt

'

25 deposits which you call the fill are very permeable.

s,
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/~}(- 1 MR. FARNELL: Right.

2 MR. PATON: And that is going to a ggravate the

(} 3 problem. Tha t is wha t she is saying, I believe.

4 MR. FARNELLs Those have been that way since we

5 designed the plant.
.

6 MR. PATON: Devatering is part of the remedy.

7 MR. FARNELLs For the fill. It does not go down.

'

8to the till.,

9 MR. PATON: You happen to by stuck with a

10 circumstance that the silt deposit is highly permeable, and

11she is claiming that is going to aggravate the problem. In

; 12the first part of her contention she alleges --

13 MR. FARNELLs She is saying the till has always

14been vet.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The till has always been wet.

16 MR. FARNELL: It has been that way because it is
.

17pe rm e a ble .

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH So it can't get any wetter. But

191sn 't that a f actual def ense? You might say all right, it

* - 201s ridiculous to litigate something when you know what the

21 answer is, but isn 't that a factual defense? If that fact
'

!

Mexista does that change her reference to the silt?4

; 23 MS. WARREN: If devatering -- if the soil had been
(~S'

's / 24 prop erly placed and if -- all right, in the beginning there

25vas no dewatering procedures planned, tha t is a remedy f or

i
%.)
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( l the fix, the dewatering.

2 Now, I am saying that their remedy, the

(} 3 dewatering, and the fact that the cooling pond is seeping,

4and there are accident conditions or there is the

5 possibility of other conditions providing more water in that
.

6 improperly compacted fill soil, that because of the nature

7of the natural soils, that sure, they knew about that, but-

8they did not know about the fill soil , o r th e y would have

9done it right in the first place. So they now they are

10de wa tering, and I think there is a direct effect of -- maybe

live are going backwards.

12 The fill, what they are doing with the fix is on

13the fill soil, and the devatering program, it has a direct

O
14effect and vice-versa on the natural soils that are there.

15So that is why I see that as part of the scope of the

16he a ring .

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are saying as a matter of
,

18f act that is not true.

19 MR. FARNELL: I am saying the only thing she has

'

20to be concerned about is the fill, and that is in the first

part.
,

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 It may not have any factual merit.

23 MR. FARNE1La I confess I just cannot see any
r '.

k-) '4 connection. I still oppose it.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think we probably -- go ahead.

/~
()T
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1 MB. LINENBERGER4 We probably have, except Mr.

2Farnell. I got the impression you were dismissing the till

{) 3or silt on the basis of the fact that it has been there for

4a good many decades or centuries or whatever, and therefore,

Sit perhaps has got to be all right. But, you know, it co uld
.

6have been -- and you said nothing about knowing about why it

71s all richt just based on how long it has been there. I-

8 submit to you replace it with quicksand, and the fact that

91t has been there for centuries -- so I don't understand

10your appealing to how long it has been there as making it

11all right.

12 MR. FARNELL4 I am saying it is no different than

{~J)
13vhen you had the construction permit stage and the whole

~

14 site was passed on.

15 MR. LINENBERGERs I did not hear that.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 I think we have discussed it long

17en oug h . The debate has boiled down to that you do not

18believe the contention makes sense f actually, and that

19really cannot be a test -- it can be a test, but you are

~

Msaying that these results are not going .o happen, and we

21are talking about somewhat a new standard of contentions in
,

22NRC af ter the Allens Creek decision.

23 Our inquiry into the factual merits of a

O 24 contention has to be very limited. The way she said it tied

20it to the fill, and you can inquire on discovery what you

O
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1 meant by it all you want to.

2 Have we completed Mrs. Warren's contentions?

() 3 MR. LINENBERGER: One more.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Oh, yes.

5 MR. FARNELLs The only part we object to in
.

6 contention 3 is circulating water lines, and we claim it is

7not a safety-related structure or system. And my-

8 understanding is it is located eight to ten feet below the

9 diesel generator building and is not connecced with the

10 diesel generator building and is not part of any primary

11 cooling system, and it is not necessary for safe reactor

12sh u t d own . Our contention is if that breaks, the soils will

13ge t vet.

1-4 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, when the statement is

15made that it is not safety-related, we understand tha t to

16mean that that circulating water line may not be needed to

17sh ut the plant down in an emergency, but we think that

18 evades the question because a failure of those lines, I have

19been advised , would have serious -- clearly seriouc safety

'

Nimpacts, and so I think it is obviously relevant to the

21 Board 's consideration of whether the contention should be

22su st ain e d .

23

O
\_/ 24

25

[')\%-
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! N/ 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This purports to be an

2 explanation which the Board has been hungering for as to why

,() 31t matters that the diesel generator building settles.

4Isn't that what this is getting at, some of the

5conseqwuendes of it, and that the necessary water and fuel
.

6 vill be interrupted and the machine cannot function?

7 MR. PATON: What we are saying is, if the machine.

8f ails, it would have serious safety impacts on the diesel
e

9 generator building.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If the fuel line fails.

11 MR. PATON: The one they are talking about is the

12 circulating water line, and that is, as I understand it,

13under the diesel generator building.

1-4 MR. FARNELL Eight to ten feet under. It is not

15close by. It is way under.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: There again, that is a fact.

1 17 MS. STAMIRIS: May I nention one thing?

18 MR. FARNELL You could ask Mr. Paton to explain

19how it is so critically safety-related when we don't think

20it is.
*

21 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, I would rather not do
.

22th a t . I will if the Board wants me to. I can get that

23in f o rma tion . It is immediately available. Eut I am not

24su re - tha t that is what we are supposed to be doing here.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: For the contention, all you have

%./
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q
l ): I to do is say that it is. You don't have to prove that its

21s. And this is a mandate to boards. We have to accept

(a") 3 contentions without tryira to insert our own view of whether

4 hey.are going to prevail or not , and you may have the mostt

5 convincing simple factual answers, but that answer is not
.

6due until you get into not the hearing, necessarily, but it
,

!

7could be other stages, summary disposition, but it th e-

8 contention is internally logical, and it gives the reasons

9for it, then we are mandated to accept it, even if we

10individ ually think it may be absurd, which we are not saying

11 at a ll .

12 I am referring to the Allens treek recent decision

13 by the Appeal Board in which the Appeal Board held that a

O
14 contention which alleges tha t a 640-mile biomass farm within

,

15 ten years is going to substitute for a nuclear power plant

161s a contention which must be accepted, and this, I believe,

i 171s well within the scope of the expectancy of tha t

18 contention to prevail.

19 MR. COWAN: I micht point out that in'the smaller

'

20of these papers, the objection was to the second sentence

21 complete , and I take it now that you have wi thdrawn all tha t
,

22ex ce p t the reference to the circulating water lines.
,

23 MB. FARNELL: I believe you might be talking about

( 24Tw o . We are now on Three.

25 MR. CCWANs I am talking about the last sentence
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lof Three.

2 MF. FARNELLs Just only the circulating water

() 311nes. Right.

4 MR. CCWAN4 The settlement might cause inordinate

5 stress on the structure, and so forth.
-

1

6 HR. FARNE1La Yes.

. 7 MR. LINENBERGER: I need some help, Ms. Warren. I

8can read Contention Three really as two contentions. The

9first sentence in a sense makes an allegation that can stand

10by itself irrespective of whether there is a circulating

11 vater line, a fuel oil line, or monkeys running around the

12 pro p e r ty , whatever. The second sentence says,

13"Furthermore ," and states what it states, and that seems to
'

14me to form the basis of a second contention.

15 Do you mean these to be two separable allegations?

16 MS. WARRENS I put them both together because I

17was discussing the stress, because of the fix, because of

18the preloading procedures that they did. I want to talk
,

19about stress as a whole. That is why I put the two

'
Mtogether. Not only the stress on the structure of .5e

~

,

; 21 diesel generator building , which maybe does not have as
,

22f ar-reaching implications as those structures like the fuel,

Zbil lines beneath the diesel generator building, and I guess'

24the reason I put them together is because I felt more

2Sstrongly about the structures beneath the building.

.

):

|
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I) 1 MR. LINENBERGER: Okay. No w, let's stick with the

2first sentence of your third allegation f or just a moment.

*

3 What would you see to be the problem? What would

4 bother you about the f act -- the hypothetical fact that the

5 applicant does nothing more about the diesel generator
.

6 building than has been done so f ar, but he sets up some

. 7 transits, some subsidence monitoring optical systems, and so

8forth , and he comes in six months af ter the plant is

9 operating and says, well, this building is really not

10 beha ving like it should. It is settling. It is sett11aq at

11 the rate of a half-inch a month or something, which is not

12cause f or much confidence in his ability to build buildings.

13 On the other hand, how would this bother you with

(')'' 14 resp ect to the plant itself? Why does that bother you?

1SLet's say a half-inch a month rate of settlement. We get

16 vater lines, fuel lines, electrical conduits, just that

17 building settling at the rate of half an inch a month.

18 I need to understand in the context of your first

19allega tion, Pa rt 3, what it is that is bothering you.

*

20 MS. WARRENS Okay. The diesel generator building

21 houses four generators that perform the generation of
,

22 electricity to safetly shut down the operating nuclear power
,

23 plan t in case all other systems fail for providing the !
("% \
'

24necessary electricity. Okay. That to me -- it is a(_/

25 safety-related structure. If there is stress because of the

v(~
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A
(sl- linordinate settling of that building, then that to me allows

2 hat under earthquake conditions or any inordinate, strange,t

(} 3 unforeseen situations where that diesel generator building

4would be under more stress than it already is from its

5 construction -- structural stress , and I question the
.

6 integrity of that building.
.

. 7 MR. LINENBERGER: Okay. Fine. Now, let me alter

8my question just a little bit to be sure I really understand

9your contention.

10 Suppose that what was observed, as I said, was

11one-half inch per month or something like that, settlement

12ra te of the building , and suppose the applicant's technical

13 specifications were structured in a way that said, if yous

14 observe anything more than one-thousandths of an inch per

15 month of settlement, you will shut down and you will not be

16a110wed to start up again until that settlement has been
.

17co rr ec ted .

18 Now, what would bother you?

19 MS. WARRENS One of the things that would bother

Mme is that not being reported to the authorities, how much*

21 settlement is happening.
,

22 MR. LINENBERGER4 Okay. I guess that gives me

23so me insight into your thinking here.

24 MS. WARREN: I did not want to go over the whole

25 thing again. The attitude of how we proceed.

O
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O i MR. t1NrNRrRotR. Thet is not pert et the

2 contention.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything f urther on Mrs. Warren's
[]

4 contentions?

5 MR. FARNELLs No.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Marshall, you have filed a

. 7 paper-dated August 27, 1980, which purports to be in this

8 proceeding --

9 MR. MARSHALLS Did you say the 27th?
,

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. I note now for the first

11 time. it has not been served.

12 ER, MILLER: We received copies.

13 CHAIRMAll SMITH: Now, that paper is styled the

O
14name of this case. It is addressed to us. The docket

15 number is 50-329 OM and 50-330 OM.

16 MR. PATON: We don't have that paper yet. I am

17 so r r y . Neither I nor the intervenors.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You have not received it?

19 MR. PATON: We have not located it. What was the

'
20da te again , sir?

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: August 27, 1980.
,

22 MR. PATON: All right. We have it.

23 MR. MARSHALL 4 Is this the one you speak of that I

OV 24 addressed to the Board?

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It begins, "In the event of an

-
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C(m 1 accident."

2 MR. MARSHALL: Yes.

{} 3 CHAIRMAN SMITHa I have several questions. One

41s, notice the numbers in the upper righthand corner. It

5says, Docket 50-329 OM and 50-330 OM. Now, that is the
.

6 designation which the Board has given to the proceeeding

. 7which involves the directors' order of December 6th, which

8ve have been referring to as the soil settlement proceeding.

9 MR. MARSHALL: Right.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS And because of the general time

11f r ame within which you filed this paper, which was just a

12few weeks af ter the time submitted for the filing of
e

13 contentions in the soil settlement proceeding, and because-

G
14you had earlier filed a paper which had indicated your

15 interest --

i6 MB. MAESHALLs On the 20th of April.
'

I'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think so. The question is,

18vh a t did you intend by this paper?

19 MR. MARSHALLS It resolves around several

2Djurisdictional problems. It is very important. The fact
-

21th a t the President of the United States was removed --

.

22 removed himself for cause, I don't think we should go

23ag ainct his signature with our Canadian people over here in

} 2tanada , with the signature of Mr. Trudeau on a compact

2Sbetween Canada and the United States with regard to this

O
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() 1 water situation.
2 CHAIRMAN SMITH My question should be more

(} 3 specific. Did you intend for this paper -- you don't give a'

4 title ~~ the one dated August 27, 1980 -- did you intend it

Sto be contentions in the soil settlement proceeding?
.

6 MR. MARSHALLa I wanted it to be considered at an

7 appropriate time, and that is why I directed it towards tnis-

8 Board, so that if they felt it should be passed on by some

9other Board -- some of this has been passed on in Detroit by

10 he International Committee.t

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: For the purpose of this special

12prehearing conference which we are required to do by

13 Commission regulations, I am trying to establish that as far
7s
U 14as I can see, you hava not filed in the soil settlement

15proceeeding any contentions.

16 Now, you have filed arguments which relate to the

17 operating license in general and things like that, but I am

18trying .o establish for this limited purpose --

19 MR. MARSHALL: I think I did file with regard to

' 20the diesel generator.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. That was back in the
,

22oper ating lica.nse.

23 MR. MARSHALL: Yes. I addressed myself to that

) 24qu es tion . It has never been determined.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Exactly. Right. I am trying to

(
i
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lask a very narrow question.

2 MR. MARSHALL: I will try to follow it.
.

() 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: There are two proceedings which

4are going down the track rather parallel. One relates to

5the operating license, and you are an intervenor in that,
.

6and you have a contention there which relates to diesel

7 generators.-

8 MR. MARSHALLS Correct.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You also wrote a letter to the

10Ccamission which you sent on April 20, I believe, which

11 indicated that you particularly wanted to be an intervenor

12in the soil settlemen c proceeding. So, the Board issued an

13 order, and everyone believed you had interest. Under the

14 rules you were expected to file a supplemental petition

1511 sting contentions in the soil settlement proceeding.

16 As.far as I can cee, you have not done that, but

17you did file a paper, and I simply wish to establish, if
,

18such be the case, tha t these are not contentions in the soil

19 settlement proceeding , the very narrow proceeding that we

*

|Mhave been discussing today.

21 MR. MARSHALL: This is more elaborate, more
,

22 elaborate, and it should be -- there are questions of

23 jurisdiction that have to be cited here in this paper.

.p'
24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is there anything in this paper

25th a t perhaps I have overlooked which is a contention in the

O
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r) 1 soil s9ttlement issue?\s

2 MR. MARSHALLS The question that has been raised

3 wi th regard to the dike, yes. As to the question of the)
4first paragraph --

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH Class 9?
.

6 MR. MARSHALL 4 Yes, because, you see, the dike is

7 based along the Tipicavassee River, and the Tipicavasse--

8Biver furnishes -- it is the closest thing to perpetual

9 motion that we could invent.
10 We have Dow Chemical on the other side in Canada

11of this water flow, and we have it on the other side of the

12 river here, so if we have an accident there, everybody is

13 going to be able to drink the water f rom that thing

O 14regardless of what the condition of the water is, and we

15have a compact stating that this shall not happen with

16Ca na da .
.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How does this relate to the soll?

18 MR. MARSHALL: The compact soil is part of the

19 genera ting system. I know who furnished all this stuff. It

*

20is the same quality soil stuff that is in the dike that has

21been' taken exception to by NRC this morning, and also
,

.

22in ter veno rs. Like I said, you are right in taking a second

231ook a t this, because it is pretty general on questions of

24ju risdic tion .

25 If you will look it over real close, you will find

h
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(D
\' I that it is. I

|2 CHAIRMAN SMITH Yes, sir.

(} 3 (General laughter.)

4 MR. MARSHALL: It did come in late, and I mean it |,

Swas at the last minute, and if consumers wanted to take
.

6 exception and object, and if Mr. Paton wanted to object, I

. 7vould not blame them a bit, not a bit, because it requires a

811ttle study.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. Could you now then please

10be careful and give this some thought? Could you identify

11any other aspect of this paper of August 27 which you

12 elieve is a contention in the soil settlement proceeding?b

13 MR. MARSHALL: Yes, I do believe that it has some

14-- a s I said , the, question involving the dike is an integral

15pa rt of the soil settlement in the -- in the diesel -- and
~

16 he borings, the question of borings by NRC being raised aret

17made on the dike.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I have to be more careful about

19my questions. I already heard your explanation about the

-

20 dike and so forth.

21 MR. MARSHALLS I am only trying to say, you asked
,

22me , is it an integral part. I am not asking you to decide

23this question here today.

24 CHAIRMAN SBiiH: Listen to my question carefully.-

25You 31 ready told us in the first paragraph that that is a

O
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1 reference to the quitlity of the soil which is the same

2 quality soil under the generator building, under the dike.

Now, I am saying, are there any other statements in this

() document whdch you purport to be a contention in the soil
4

settlement proceeding? Because I missed that one. If there
5

is any other, you point them out now, because today is the' -

6

day to talk about it.
7-

MR. MARSHALL: I think the question of soil
8
settlement has to do with safety, and I live right on top of

9

this thing. In fact, I moved downwind from it, you might
10-

say.
11

CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is pretty much the thrust of
12

your original thrust in the opera ting license &ction also.
13

() MR. MARSHALL: I am trying to incorporate here all
14

of the various things that are wrong with this complex to
15

begin with, from its inception, and I don't wonder that you
16

want them brough t down to a little smaller scope.
17

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am trying to be neat and get
18

all of the discussion --
19

.MR. MARSHALL: You are trying to be tidy. I don't
.- g

blame you at all.
21

,

CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you are not neat, you --
22

MR. MARSHALLS I understand, but these are the
23

In' f ac t , here I even had the ' rules and/~ -things that(T
--

/. 24
regulations for the 19th. You know, we don't get them from

25

O
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(_/ l the Federal Register until next week. I have them here.

2But the thing is --,

(} 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you have any others, now is

4 he time to pcint them out.t

5 MR. MARSHALL: I believe I am taking exception to
.

6 the generator plant, th e soils composition , and also

! 7anything else that this Board is able to adjudicate in.

8 regard to the diesel plant, and also all the soils problems

#
9we are having here.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Okay.

11 MR. MARSHALLa Including dewatering.

12 CHAILMAN SMITH: I want you to talk about what is

131n the document . If you have something new, that raises

O
14other problems.

15 MR. MARSHALL: Would you point out semething you

16would like me to elaborate on?
'

I'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have nothing. I just want to

18have the record to be definite on the point right now, what

19vas intended by this document with respect to the soil

20 settlement case. You put that one right away.*

21 HR. MARSHALL And mine encompasses everything
.

22that has been brought here today, but elaborates in a bit

Smore general way, but like I say, Consumers has brought up

( 24 he questions here earlier, the questions of NEPA, and It

2 Shave some of those incorpora ted in here, too , which is not

.O
%.)
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() 1within the jurisdiction, as I understand it, of this court

2 -- o f this Board, and I don't blame ycu for jumping on me

{
3and getting me to explain.

4 CHAIRBAd SMITHS I think we have discussed it

5enough. I simply wanted you to explain what else may be in
.

6 his document that is related to the soil settlement case.t

7 MR. MARSHALL: Yes, it is, but it is more than-

8 th a t .

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But you'have nothing in addition

10 to specif y?

11 MR. MARSHALL: Yes , tha t is right.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH Does anybody want to address Mr.

13 Marshall's contention on the dike?

1-4 MR. MILLER: Mr. Chairman, I really think that the

15docu men t more or less speaks for itself. We have no further

16 comment on it.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, would you want to apply

18your comments to the dike discussion with Ms. Stamiris'

19 con tention ?

20 MR. MILLER 4 I believe that whatever ruling the*

21 Board makes with respect to the dike so far as Ms. Stamiris'
.

22 contention is concerned, and I guess it is still subject to

23further action by the staf f , would apply equally to Mr.

A
(_) 24 Marshall's' interpretation of the first paragraph in his

25 August 27, 1980, document. I

)
|

l
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1 Again, as Mr. Marshall has pointed out, he is an

2intervenor in the operating license proceeding. I guess I

() 3have nothing further to say beyond that.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH Ms. St. Clair has gone.

5 MR. MARSHALLS She has left.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 She did not have any

7 contentions. I just wanted to make sure tha t was the case..

8She already has the operating license contention.

9 It is 1:00 o' clock. We don't have a lot left on

10 he agenda. What is the preference? I think we couldt

llprobably wind it up in 15 or 20 minutes. All the

12 substantive issues have been discussed. We have remaining

13consolida tion , and then a discussion of the next events,

14 discovery and -- if no one objects, we will just take a

15 recess of ten or fif teen minutes, and then wind up before we

16 o t o lu n ch .9

I'7 (Whereupon, a brief rocess was taken.)

18

19

20
*

21
.

23

24

25 l
:

1
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(_) 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The Board by its memorandum of

2 June 27, 1980, granted the staff's request to defer further

3 response to Consumers' motion to consolidate the

4 modification proceeding with that phase of the operating

Slicense proceeding which is related. We nevertheless stated

6that that would be a matter to be considered at this<

7prehearing conference..

8 I am aware that we did grant leave to respond

91ater, but we were hoping that at least a general statement

10of positions could be afforded to the board along with the

111 dea -- the ideas and the problems which would be involved

12in what we do in this proceeding next. We have to give some

13 consideration to consolidation before we can provide for
O
\- 14 future discovery and other schedules.

15 Mr. Marshall, are you trying to get my attention?

16 MR. MARSHALLS In writing, I opposed

17co n solida tion . I just wanted to attract your attention to

18th a t . In writing, I sent it in to the NRC. opposed~

19co nsolida tion.
- 20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have had a request to summarize

21where we are today and what is involved in this
.

22 consolidation by people who came in late. I want to do that
'

23at this point in the record.

() 24 The NRC staff caused a hearing to.be commenced at

25the request of the licensee on the issue of whether cethsin

O)kJ
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I fill requirements and compaction requirements under

2sa fe ty-rela ted building s ' a t the Midland plant was followed.

(} 3Was there sufficient and direct support -- sufficient

4 direction and support, engineering support for those

5 operations?
.

6 And was there sufficient control, supervision of

7 plant fill replacement activities which contribute to-

8 inadequate compaction of foundation material?

9 Wes corrective action regarding non-conformances

10 alleged to relate to plant fill insufficient or inadequate?

11 And, were certain statements made by Consumers

12 Power inconsistent, incorrect, and unsupported?
,

13 This Atomic Safety and Licensing Board was
(

,

I

14 constituted to decide whether these statements were correct,
|

15and if so, and perhaps if not so, whether the order

16 requiring the licensee to suspend construction activities

17and soil related activities should be sustained.
|

18 In the operating license proceeding, which began |

|
19almost two years ago, when we had a prehearing conference in !

Mthis courthouse, Mrs. St. Clair and Mr. Wendell Marshall'

21were admitted as intervenors, and they each had a contention
,

22vhich related to the soils -- the settlement of the diesel

23 generator building.

, ')s'
\- 24 So, now we have arrived at a point in the two

25proceedi tos, both the operating license proceeding and the

Gk)m
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~ () 1special soil settlement proceeding, where it is appropriate

2 o consider whether or not that issue should be consolidatedt

(~% 3before further proceedings, and this is what we are about to
\_/

4 discuss.

5 I guess I will call upon you again, Mr. Miller, if
.

-6 here is anything different from your earlier filings.t

7 MB. MILLERS I think Mr. Zamarin will address.

8that, Mr. Chairman.

9 MR. ZAHARIN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

10 Recognizing that the other parties and the staff

11will have an opportunity to formally respond, I would like

12 o make some brief comments about our motion fort

13co nsolida tion , and I do not intend tc reiterate the motion

O' 14which you have before you, but I will touch upon some of the

15poin ts , because there is something a little different.

16 As the Board is aware, 10 CFB 2.716 sets out the

17 criteria for consolidation, and that is, consolidation is

18vithin the discretion of this Board, and may be ordered if

~191t is found that the consolidated proceedings would be

20 conducive to the proper dispatch of the Board's business,-

21and that the ends of justice would be served.
.

22 In making that determination, it is necessary to

23 compare the issues contained within the proceeaings to be

() 24co nsolid a ted , and it is Consumers' position that the issues

25are not only substantially similar, but in fact practically

O
.
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Ok' lidentical with regard to the soil settlement issue and the

2 technical aspects of the remedial fix.

;() 3 That is, that the chief issue not only in this I

4 proceeding, but in the OL proceeding -- and I believe tnat

51s included in Mary St. Clair's Contention Number 24, and
*

e
6'Er. Marsha11'c -- that is, whether the remedial actions

7 aken and the information provided provides reasonablet-

i

8 assurance that the affected safety-related portions of the

9 Midland facility will be constructed and operated without

10 undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

11 The consolidation not only for discovery and

12evid en tia ry presentation purposes, but for fact-finding on

13 hese nearly identical issues could be nothing but bet

14 conducive to expeditious proceeding of the matter. It would

15 eliminate the presentation of identical evidence two times

16to the same board, preclude the possibility of litigating

17 questions of res judicata and collateral estoppel which

18might result in two separate proceedings on two nearly

19 identical issues, and it would avoid duplication of effort

*

2Dnot only by the staff and the licensee, but also preparation

21and time and effort by the Board.
,

22- The only difference there would be between the

231ssue presented in this OM proceeding and the OL proceeding
Ok/ 24would be with regard to im plementation of the fix, wh e the r

251n f act Consumers ultimately did what it said it would do.
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() 1That is something that is obviously outside the scope of'

2this hearing, and consequently outside the scope of our

({ 3 consolidation motion, something that would be dealt with at

4 he operating license stage.t

5 The Commission apparently, after having been
.

6 alerted to our intention to bring this motion, being aware

7of the requirements in the CFR with regard to consolidation,-

8 recognizing that consolidation would be the most efficient,

91 east expensive in terms of not only money and manpower

10 resources of the Board, the staff, and the licensee, stated

111n the notice of the prehearing conference -- I believe it

12was dated February 14 -- I am sorry, notice of hearing dated

13 February -- March 14, 1980 -- that if in fact this motion

O
14was presented to this Board, that the Board shall consider

.

15vhether such consolidation would adversely affect the

16 expeditious resolution of the issues.

17 I would submit that that in fact is the issue and

18the only issue that need be and ought be addressed in

19co nsid ering consolidation. I-think that is a task statement

* 20by the Commission that it is obvious in light of the

,

21 identity of the issues that all of the other factors which

22would support consolidation are present, and that what this

23 Board shall do is simply see if somehow consolidation vculd

24 adversely af f ect the expeditious resolution of issues in

25this OM proceeding.

(3L)
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1 We submit that it woald not, and I believe that-

2the responses that the parties will have an opportunity to

() 3 submit will address that question, and absent a finding that

4 this OM proceeding would be adversely affected, that

5 consolidation should be ordered.
_

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I suppose you want to respond.

- 7 MR. PATON: I don't care.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you respond, then?

9 MR. PATON Staff has no quarrel with the

10 statements by Consumers as to the general desirability of

11 consolidation if it can be accommodated, and the staff

12 understands the motion to be directed to the two issues that
:

r~% 13are now accepted in the OL proceedings.
V

14 Within the confines of those two issues are the

15 matters they want to bring into this proceeding. |
|

16 Now, those are issues in the operating license |'

!

17proceedin g , and they were accepted in the operating license

18 proc eedin g . The staff's view is that from the presentation '

j
19of our evidence, in other words, we will not be able to make

'

Mthe kind of findings we would need for an operating license

. 21 review in this respect, in the respect that was mentioned by

. 22 M r . Zamarin, and that is, we cannot come to the conclusion

23that 'this remedy was in f act constructed the way they

(~')
'

" 24 indicated to you in this hearing it would be constructed.

25 So, we do not think that there can be complete

[^h'

\>;

|

|
|
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(s 1 consolidation, and in fact, I think they recognize that same

2 thought.
,

[}
3 To the extent that we cannot litigate other issues

4within the confines of those operating license contentions,

5the staff does not object to doing so. What I am saying is,;

6ve don't have any objections to consolidation, but I think

7we should be clear as to exactly what it is we are-

811tigating.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Stamiris?

10 MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Chairman, I would like to read

11from the Federal Register. Mr. Miller was speaking a bout

12res judicata a few minutes ago. I am not well grounded on

13 hese subjects, but I take that to mean something hast7_
V

14already been adjudged, and I think that likewise it has been'

15 adjudged, and when it comes right down final, the NRC is to

16 ake the responsibility -- assume the responsibility to thet

17 general public for the public saf ety. *

18 I would like to read from the Federal Register,

19 Volume 45, Number 162, Tuesday, August 19, 1980, Rules and

'

20 Regulations.

.
21 "In response to -- by the various repcrts and

22public- comments as well as in its own determination on the
;

23 significance of emergency preparedness, the Commission has

24theref ore concluded that adequate emergency preparedness is

Man essential aspect in the protection of public health and

i
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A

1 safety."

2 I will stop right there. I don't think that this

() 3NHC group could adequately make a determination unless they

4 ook it one part at a time, as they have set it upt

5here tofore, and that is why I don't want consolication, and
.

Son the other hand, it may run into something that the

- 7 jurisdiction may be consolidated rather than -- it may be in

8some other -- like NEPA may have some thing to say about
t

9 parts of it. I don't know. I would not want to run into it.

10I want to take up one thing at a time, because we are slow

11 up here in Midland, and not fast like other people.

12 CHAIRMAN SM77Ha Okay. Ms. Stamiris?

13 MS. STAMIRIS: I would like to respond, although I

14 understand that my int tests in this are perhaps the least

15to be considered, becau 't it will not affect my intervention

161n the OM proceeding as much as it wi.1 other things, but I

[ 17 understand Consumers' position to be that they think that we
|

| 18should consolidate unless there is al adverse effect from

| 19this consolidation , and I see an adve rse eff ect -- well, two

'

20of them.

.
21 First of all, to the operatots -- the

22in terveno rs. Mr. Marshall has stated his opposition to

| 23that , and Mary St. Clair has stated in the past informally

(
! 241n front of all of us here that -- I don't mean all of us,

.
55but those of us who have met before to negotiate

)
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'( ) 1 contentions, she stepped in briefly and was asked, and has

2 expressed that she opposes consolidation, and I do think

3that would have an adverse effect on the intervenors who)
4have already been accepted in that proceeding.

,

5 My own personal reason for opposing it is because
.

6I don't want to see anything limited or closed out that

- 7might in fact come into play at a later time.

8 That is all I have to say.

9 MR. ZAHARIN: The adverse effect to which I was

10 referring in that notice of hearing, I referred to the

11 direction to this Board to decide whether such consolidation

12would adversely affect the expeditious resolution of the

131ssu es .

O 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: In this-proceeding.

15 MR. ZAMARINs And basically, what I see, the

16 stated objections to that take two forms. One, it would

17preclud e someone from getting two bites of the apple, so to

18 speak, and it might cause some unspecified inconvenience.

19 To my mind, to an intervenor with appropriate

Emotive and interest in resolving these issues as*

,

21 expeditiously as possible, it should be a welcome

22op po r tunity.

23 MS. WARRElia I have no comments.

() 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: M r. . St. Clair is not here.

25 The notice of this prehearing conference very

O
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O 1 definitely told the operating license intervenors to appear

2here to discuss consolidation. I am wondering if there is

(]) 3not some --
4 MR. MARSHALla May I state for the record that

SMary St. Clair is running for state legis14 tor of our
.

6 state. She is probably tied up somewhere else today, too.

7 he tried to make it, but I don't think she could sta y allS.

8that long. Frank Tully did not get here, either, our

9 Attorney General. So, perhaps she may be excused by the

10same reason.
.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am wondering if there has been

12 sufficient communication amcng all the parties as to what

13 he effects of a consolidation would be. I don't understandt

14 he practical problems you think you would f ace, Mr.t

15 Marshall, by consolidation on the issues as defined by Mr.

16Paton and Consumers' counsel.
,

I'7 MR. MARSHALL I have been reading a lot of news

18here released by somebody. I don't know whether it is

19 prof essional staff of the Consumers Power Company or who,

*

20bu t they seem to be a little belligerent and non-conforming,

211n my opinion, to the NRC's request for certain things to be
,

22done, and I see that the lav imposes a duty on the NRC to be

23o bey ed .
O
k- 24 If not, it is negligence, I would sa y , and they

3are not doing that. This is the thing that bothers me. I
-

~)
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'1 don't want to hasten this thing along. I want to get right

2down to the meat of the thing, because we are talking about

(} 3a very. serious thing here in Midland.

4 This is not just any plant. This is next to a Dow

5 Chemical Company. There are synergistic effects and one
.

6 thing or another. I would like to get into --

- 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We are talking --

8 HR. MARSHALLS I know what you are talking. I

9 understand that. I don't want to consolidate and get into

10some thing else, more things, dif ferent things. I want to

11 stick to the diesel generator, if we can.
,

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How does that desire -- how is,

13 hat desire affected by a consolidation?tg-
V

14 HR. HARSHALLs I think some portions of
,

15 consolidation might bypass NEPA. I think some

16 jurisdictional questions are involved here. I think they

17might be combined, and I would hate to think I was a party
,

18to something like that. It may not be, but I am just

19 thin king in those terms.

~

20 I would hate to think I was sitting in on

21something like that that happened and I gave my endorsement
,

22to i t .

23 They are running very short on money now, NEPA

241 s . We don't want to make any more problems for them if we

.3can help it.

O
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k3
(

l 1 CHAIRi1AN SMITHS Your diesel generator settlement

2 contention and the operating license proceeding may properly

() 3 address environmental effects.
4 MR. MARSHALL: Right, and they will, I promise you.

5 CHAIRMA1: SMITH: But you are concerned in this
.

6particular proceedir:0 it should be limited to radiological

7 health and safety?.

8 MR. MARSHALLS Yes. That is what NRC hss stated

9they want.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If it should turn out that you,

'

11are correct, that this proceeding reaches only radiological

12 health and safety considerations --

13 MR. MARSHALLS And confined to that particularg
(d

14 hin g , not elaborating on different things in general, liket

15 things that are under the jurisdiction of something else. I

16 don ' t want to bypass anybody or sell anyone short. It is

17the jurisdictional question I am interested in mostly.

18 In other words, here is a man who is responsible

19under existing laws for certain things, and here are some

'

20 people saying , we are not going to do it. There is $1
%

,
21million involved. My life is worth $1 million.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITHS That issue is going to be

23 decided --

n>' 24 MR. MARSHALLa In argument in hearing on the

25 ma tt e r . I understand that. I may be all wrong, but I would

O
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(3 liike to take the thing one by one, not consolidate.
1

,/

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: When you say cne by one, describe
,

{} 3how you would expect the issue of the generator to be

4 decided ultimately.

5 MR. MARSHALL I would not know how it is going to
.

6be ultimately decided.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 I don't mean the conclusion. I-

8mean the sequence of events.

9 MR. MARSHALL You are not asking me to draw a

10 conclusion?

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 No. Would you anticipate first a

12 hearing on the soil settlement issue, and then have the same

13 hearing over again on the operating license?

O
14 MR. MARSHALL If it was necessary. I would like

15to have the diesel case heard first, yes, and then if they

16weren 't being redundant, that could be settled right there,

17and then go on to something else.

18 I don't want to make it an integral part of

19something else.

~

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is what I am wondering. It

,
21seems to me you are arguing f or consolidation then, taking

22the diesel generator issue cut of the operator licensing

23 proceeding, and moving it forward and having it decided in

24adva nce of the regular proceeding in a case by itself.

25
,

MR. MARSHALLS The thing is,in this instance,

(
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k" 1regarding the diesel generating building and the dike, NRC

2has called for certain things. They have not been done.

(]) 3 I would like to see that settled first, and see

4whether Consumers Power Company -- can we trust them to do

Swhat NRC requests, right or wrong. I don't care if-NBC is
.

6righ t or wrong, but I will tell you one thing. You canno:

7 buy me for $1 million. They have already tried it,-

8 Consumers.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Here is another aspect about

10co nsolid ation which has not been discussed. Let's assume we

11do not consolidate, or let's assume that v7 consolidate or

12 don ' t consolida te. Then we have a proceed.no in which Mrs.

13Stamiris and Mrs. Warren participate, and they contribute to
(~)V

14fu11 evidentiary record on the adequacy of the proposed

15 remedies and all the other issues we are required to hear.

16 Then we go to the operating license case and

17 decide whether or not those remedies have been implemented,

18and if so, adequately, and you are not even a party to this

19ca se , to the operating license case.

~

20 MR. MARSHALL Are you speaking of the question of

.
21stan ding now as relates to certain intervenors?

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Yes, I am. I am a little

23 bit concerned about what appears to me to be an artificial --

'' 24 MR. MARSHALL: If that is unfair to Consumers --

251f it is, I would have to --

(),
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(O/ 1 CHAIRMAN-SMITH: You missed the entire point.

2 MR. MARSHALL: I would not want to do anything

() 3that is not right to anybody.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH In any event, there would always

5been an opportunity -- I wanted to point out to you there
*

2

6was this separation, which seems to be an artificial

- 7 separation, as far as the participation of intervenors in

8this proceeding is concerned, although it does seem to fit

Sinto the rules.

10 We could always consider late intervention. That

111s an aspect.
;

12 Do the parties want to answer the motion now in

13writin g , the motion f or consolidation?

)+

| 14 55. PATON: I don 't have any desire to , Mr.

15Ch airm a n . If you want me to, I will..

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No, I think you have made your

17poin t.

18 MR. PAION: Could I make one point? I may have

19 misunderstood what you said, but it is clear to me, at

'

201e a s t , that even if consolidation is ordered , that it would

. 21not seem appropriate to me that you could consolidate the

22 entire contention and remove it f rom the OL proceeding. I

23clea rly envision that the contention remains in the OL

- [')\' 24 pro ceedin g , at least to the extent it involves a question,

2Shas this work been done in accordance with the way it was

|
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(-V) 1 planned.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I misspoke. I did not mean,

() 3 remove it from the OL proceeding legally. I meant as far as

4 sequence is concerned. Whatever is decided in this

5 proceeding is also decided for the purpose of the OL
.

6 pr oc eeding .' This is the only thing we are looking at where

7the two issues, the issue of the operating license-

8 proceeding and the issue in the proceeding related

9particularly to the soil settles.ent, where the issues are

10 identical, they should be decided in a single hearing, and

11 not by duplicate hearings.

12 That is the only thing that I think is being

13 p rop osed .

14 MR. MARSHALL: You are talking about the merits of

15the case, Mr. Chairman?

16 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Exactly. The merits of the facts

17of, is the building settling, should they put in fill here.

18That should be decided in a single hearing. I don't believe

19a ny of the intervenors have addressed that particular

~

20 problem .

21 MS. STAMIRIS4 I did not understand it that way.
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We don't want to have a hearing

23this month on the issues that were discussed this morning
fhAJ 24and then have an identical hearing later on on your

25 contention when the operating license proceeding --

O
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() 1 MR. MARSHALLS You don't want to be redundant.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And nobody yet except you has

-(]) 3come up with this problem about NEPA, and I think that is a
,

4very, very big problem.

5 MR. MARSHALLS I don't want to get the
.

6 jurisdictional questions fouled there. They claim they are

7 running out of money up there in Washington, and I am pretty-

8 poor myself.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. Do you want to file a
)

10vritten answer to the motion for consolidation ?

11 MR. MARSHALLS No. The record can speak for

12it self .

13 MR. ZAMARIN: Mr. Chairman, I believe the

~ 14conten tion -- M r. Marshall's contention is Contention Number

15:2 in the OL proceeding. There is no NEPA contention or

16 reference to NEPA therein. There is absolute identity of

171ssu es , as that is drafted and as we have before us here.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is his issue identified in

19 specific categories in the Atomic Energy Act? I don't have
~

Mhis contention. It seems to me it fits in the general

21eriden tia ry --
,

22 MR. PATONs I will hand the Board a copy of that.

23 - CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you, please? I have the

24 memorandum and order accepting the contention. I don't have

Enhe .ntervention petition with me.

O

I
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'

1 MR. PATON: Here is a paper in which you say it is'

2the same as Mary St. Clair's, and here is Mary St. Clair's.

() 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The issue is the same. The

4 contention is not the same.,

\
'

5 Does anybody have Mr. Marshall's original
.

,

6 contentions?

7 K{. MILLER: Not with us, Your Honor.-

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I agree that the diesel

9 settlement issue has greater components of the Atomic Energy

10Act than it does NEPA. I don't recall his petition to

11 intervene nor the acceptance of the contention to be limited

12 to Atomic Energy Act considerations.

13 MR. MILLER: Mr. Chairman, I think, as one who

14 participated in that proceeding, it seems to me -- I am

15 testing my memory now, but it seems to me there was a

16 contention put forth by Mr. Marshall which related to

17 fogging and icing, and that was clearly an environmental

18 co n t en tion , and it was labeled as such, and I think Mr.

19 Marshall referred to NEPA in the body of that contention.

~

20 MB. MARSHALLS Our meteorologist was the one who

21 wen t to Russia.
,

22 MR. MILLER: There was no such specification with

23 regard to the diesel generator building, and I would like to
q
l 24 point out to the Board from this morning's discussion it is

25a ppa ren t tha t the only conceivable environmental effects

O
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) l that have even been suggested have to do with dike failure,

2not with the sinking diesel generator building, as is set

{} 3forth in Mr. Marshall's contention, in the operating license

4 hearing.

5 MR. PATON Could I make a suggestion, Mr.
.

6 Chairman?

- 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Please.

8 MR. PATON: Whether NEPA is involved or not, I

9 hink what Consumers is asking f or is tha t that contentiont

10be consolidated to whatever extent we are litigating issues

11here, and if we are not litigating NEPA issues, that should

12no t be a concern.

13 All they want to do is make it res judicata,

O
14vhatever we look at in this proceeding.

15 MR. ZAMARIN: That is right, Mr. Chairman.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The answer has presented itself,

17beca use I cannot envision any other alternative other than

18having a single hearing on whether the thing is settling,

19and then why and everything else.

'

20 So, we may have to define the issue a little bit

.
21 mo re , but it seems to me that consolidation is almost

22 inevitable on those common f actual issues.

23 MR. MARSHALL: Could we let the record show we

O\- 24will not intentionally encroach upon the prerogatives of

25NEP A in any of our meetings?

O
V
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1 CHAIR?.AN SMITHS Yes. I think I can agree to that

2in almost every proceeding.

_( ) 3 (General laughter.)

4 MR. MARSHALL: Thank you.

5 I would like to have a brief discussion on the
.

6 status of the two intervenors in this proceeding as with

7 respect to the operating license proceeding, where the-

81ssues differ, and that is the adequacy of the performance

Sof the proceedings.

10 Would you be opposed to them being intervenors?

11 MR. ZAMARIN: Not at all. I would subm.it the mere

12 f act that they have not sought to intervene in that

g 13 proc eedin g , one might assume that they don't have a present
V

14 interest in that, but we would have no objection to them

15 becoding parties or electing to become parties to that

16pr oceeding .

17 CHAIRMAN SMITHS The issue here -- do you

18 understand what we are getting at? Let me explain it to

-

19 yo u . Opportunity to intervene in the licensing proceeding

*

20 1.s quite old, more than two years now. You could always

21 file a petition to intervene late, setting forth good reason
,

22wh y you did, and what you could offer to the record, and

23other things, and we would consider it, and we might as a

24 matter of -- you indicated good interest, but you havo not

25given a good reason for intervening late, a number of other

O
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1 things. -

2 Do we have to go that route? Or might the parties

{} ' 3 concede that if you wan t to intervene in that proceeding,

4have the parties done their job adequately? I want to know

5whether or not now they object.
.

6 MR. ZAMARIN: She is not being asked for a

7 commitment now.-

8 (General laughter.)

9 MR. PATON: Staff has no objection.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I assume, Mr. Marshall, you would

11not object to Ms. Stamiris or Ms. Warren joining you in the

12 operating license on that particular issue.

13 MR. MARSHALL: That would be just dandy.

()
14 (General laughter.)

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. Now --

16 MR. STAMARIS: This seems to come up what my only
.

17 problem was with the idea of consolidation. My own personal

18 problem was that I did not want something to be foreclosed,

19or to put a lid on this whole thing just in case something

'

20 happened unforeseen by any of us, and you know, in the

,

21 opera ting license --

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are af raid you are going to

23get stowed away.

( 24 (General laughter.)

25 MS. STAMIRIS: If something like this should

~(3
g
d
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\s) 1 happen, then I could take place in the operating license

2 hearings on this particular issue.

() 3 CHAIRMAN SMITHS They have agreed that they would

4have no objections to such a request.

5 MS. STAMIRIS: That resolves my objection to
,

6co nsolida tion .

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are you prepared at this time to-

8make a request to be admitted on that issue in the operating

911 cense proceeding?

10- MS. STAMIRIS4 No.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Then --

12 MS. STAMIRISs Maybe.

13 (General laughter.)

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have any questions you

15would like to ask as to what the significance might be ?

16 MS. STAMIRIS: No.
.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How about you, Mrs. Warren?

18 (Pause.)

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH I am just trying to save you a

'

20 pa pe r .

21 MS. WARREN: That is okay. That is what we,

22wond ered . We wondered if we had to file a bunch of

23 documents again, like we did bef ore.

O- 24 I am interested in being a party to the OL hearing.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: On this issue.

(~)\/ |
!
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) 1 MS. WARRENS On this issue.

2 MS. STAMIRIS I would, too.

(]} 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH And we have no objections to that.

4 (Whereupon, the Board conferred.)

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Just a few miscellaneous items
,

6that the Board noted. I have one which relates to Page 5 of

7your answers -- Page 8. I am going to read the last-

8 paragraph of Page 8, your answer to the notice of hearing.

9 MR. PATON4 What is the date?

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS April 16, 1980. It is where they

11 set forth their basic position. The last paragraph. Let me

12 read it so it is in the transcript and everybody has it.

13This is the last paragraph, Page 8, the last paragraph.
)

1-4 It says, " Licensee admits that ' materials other

15than controlled , compacted , cohesivo fill were used to

16 support the diesel generator building. ' Licer.see alleges

17th at only controlled and compacted fill was used to support

18the diesel generator building. Licensee has no knowledge of

19information sufficient to form a belief as to whether
*

M'information presented concerning the supporting soils

21 influenced the staff view of the ES AR .",

22 The final sentence, I understand. It is what

23 appears to be -- There appears to be a dif ference in your

24first two statements in that ultimate paragraph. I wondered

Eif it is an intended difference.

O
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} ~
1 MR. MILLERS Yes, sir. There is one adjective

2 missing from the description of fill that was actually used

() 31n the -- to support the diesel generator building. That is,
'

|

4we assert that " controlled and compacted fill" was used. We !

Sdo not assert that " controlled, compacted, cohesive fill" --
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: " Cohesive" is the key word?

- 7 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

9 MR. COWANs You will teach us to read.

10 (General laughter. )

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS This points to another pro blem ,
1

12and we won 't come right out and order it, but we will

13 discuss some of the problems we have had. The answer is

14very dif ficult to read. It makes ref erences back and forth ,

151f I wonder if it might not be helpful to all the parties --

61. I know it would be helpful to the Board -- if you could

17present instead of a formal answer to a pleading, if you

18could present a narrative statement of position, not adding

19necessarily anything that you don 't want to add to this, but

*

20puttin g it in a way that we can just sit down and find out

21where you are on any issue.,

22 If you want to add to it, that is fine.

23 MR. LINENBERGEL. And state the issue you are

O 24 responding to in your response, because there are references

25he re to things which we cannot a] nays tell what they mean.

O
)
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|(-) 1 MR. MILLERS One cf the difficulties we had in

2rreparing the answer was the format of the order to which we

{} 3 vere responding. It was a, discursive document with three
4different appendices attached to it, each of which required

Sa response.
.

6 I can appreciate everyone's problem in following

- 7along.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS When you followed through, the

9 answers were there and everything. It was just difficult.

10 MR. MILLER: I think the suggestion that we have a

11pr elimina ry statement of position is probably an excellent

12on e . We will undertake to do that promptly. At some point,

13obviously, the Board is going to want to have a final

O
14 pretrial conference bef ora the hearing, at which we will get

15th e issues for litigation really set very firmly in mind.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH We are not asking you to be any

17more informative or specific, but just that you organize it

181n a way that we can read.

19 MR. MILLER: We can do that.

~

20 CHAIRMAN CMITH4 Withoc+ prejudice to any previous

21 --
,

I mean, future discovery positions or final positions.

22 Now, I think we are ready to move to the need for

23 discovery , and before we do that, I would like to discuss

24with Ms. Stamiris and Ms. Warren anc Mr. Marshall the

25 problems that very often come up in discovery.

C^)
'
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1 The one that comes to mind most often is

2 timeliness. You are going to have to read the discovery

- 3 rules and read them very carefully, and even after you are

4done reading, you are going to have a hard time

Sunderstanding them. They are very, very complicated.
.

6 You are charged to be familiar with them. You

- 7must be familiar with them. The time requirements in th ere

8are -- It is really necessary for you to comply with them,

9not only in the discovery rulas, but in everything, because

10when you allow a time deadline to come and go, the Board and

11the parties make the reasonable assumption that you have no

12particular answer, and you may find a ruling made where your

13 position is not known.

14 So, you must observe time limits, and if for some

15 reason you cannot meet a time limit, don't let it go by and

16 explain later why you could not meet it, but seek leave for
_

17an extension of time. That is very important, so that we

18know you have not ignored it, that you intend -- you still

191ntend to be active, you still intend to participate, so

'

20 seek leave.

21 If for some reason you have forgotten it and it
,

22has gone by, then explain why it is late, but don't go past

23 th e time' limit and ignore the fact that you have passed a
O
C/

24 time limit. That is very important. It will make your life
|

25much easier, and it will make my life a lot easier.

[)
'

. v

i
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(hs/ 1 The discovery is a right that the parties have.

2They have a right to know what information you have about

(]) 3your contentions. They have a right to know what you mean

4by your contentions, and if you don 't know a certain fact

Sabout your contentions, they have a right to know that, too,
.

6and that is a good answer.

7 If they ask you a question on an interrogatory,*

8and you don't know the answer to it, you have every right to

9say that. As a matter of fact, you have every obligation to

10sa y that.

11 There is a portion of the discovery rules which is

12somewha t confusing, and I would like to clarify it in

g-) 13ge ne ral . Let me summarize it.
V

14 Our ruling will be that if when a question is

15 asked of you in discovery, in an interrogatory or document

16requ est , if the answer is, I don 't know the answer, but the

17next week you find out the answer, you are supposed to

18 submit it then. This is the order of the Board, and until

19the end of discovery , when the answer is, you don't know, or

~

Myou don't have the information, and that information does

21come into your possession, then you are required to submit
.

22the information.

23 If you will note the provisions of 2.740, all the
.

24ay to 2.742, tho.=e are the sections that require a greatx

25 deal of homework and a great deal of study. The one that I

{
|
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(~)'' las referring to about following up with the information when

2it does become available is -- you have a copy of these

() 3 rules, I believe. These were given to you.

4 MS. STAMIRIS: Yes.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Read 2.740(e), called
.

6 Supplementation and Responses. Then there are several

7 subsections, and the final subsection is 2.740(e)(3), a duty*

8to supplement responses may be imposed by order of the
,

9 Presiding Officer or agreement of the parties, and that is

10the order that we are imposing now. Feel free -- We expect

11 yo u to sa y , I don't know. Answer as appropriate. It may

12mean that it is an indication that you may not know much

13about your contention, which can have other results, but as

14f ar as discovery is concerned, an answer that you don 't knov

151s an adequate answer.

16 Do you have any questions about that? You of

17 course have the right to ask questions yourselves and to

18take depositions and to seek documents, and if you are not

19 satisfied with the responses that you receive, you have a

*

20righ t to come to the Board to order those responses.

21 All of this is covered in the discovery -- in the
.

22 discovery rules.

23 Mr. Marshall?

24 MR. MARSHALL: Where can I obtain a book on

25 discovery rules?

Ov
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() 1 MR. PATON: I will be glad to send him a copy, Mr.

2 Chairman.

() 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I commend it very strongly to

4your reading. This is the one thing that makes intervention

5 difficult for intervenors, because they get into trouble
.

6over those, and they do far more work than they have to by

7not mastering these discovery rules. '-

8 Okay. With that, let us move on, then, to a

9 discussion of --

10 (Whereupon, the Board conferred.)

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have made the observation

12before that each of the intervenors have been found to have

13an interest and have standing in the proceeding, and that no-

14 objections have been made to at least one contention by each

151n te rve no r.

16 So now the Board is ruling. You are admitted as

171ntervenors in the proceeding, because we agree that each of

18you have identeified at least one contention.

19 So, with that ruling you are entitled, as I

*

20 stated , to begin your discovery in the proceeding. Yes, you

_ 21a re.

22 Now, I realize that the contentions in many

23 instances are still very much in doubt, but I recommend --

b '

24Before ve make recommendations, let me hear from you, Mr.'

2SM111er, on what you propose as to a time f rame for bringing

O
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f3
V lthis case in shape for hearing.

.

2 MR. MILLER: lir . Chairman, I think -- This is

() 3 Septa =bar 10th. It is my belief that discovery can be

41argely concluded in 60 days. There has been an exchange of

51nformation between certainly the staff and the company on
.

6 technical issues that underly this proceeding.

7 We are prepared to move very expeditiously to make-

8 documents available to the intdrvenors at a convenient

91ocation, and I think we should be in a position to conclude

10 discovery within 60 days from today.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are going to have a document

12 room available here in Midland?

13 MR. MILLER: Yes. Mrs. St. Clair is not here.

14Her counsel is not here. This has proven to be a bone of

15 contention in the past with Mrs. St. Clair and her lawyer,

16vho is from Chicago.
_

17 We will make documents available at a location.

18It seems to me that the most convenient location for all the

191ntervenors is Midland, not Chicago, not Jackson, Michigan.

~

20Since no one is here, and I don't hear anyone disagreeing

.
21 wit h that, but one party is not present

22 MS. STAMIRISa I disagree.

23 MR. MILLER: Where would you like it?

b,_
24 MS. STAMIRIS: I don't know. My problem -- I have ;

|

25been spending a lot of time driving back and forth, but my I
l(~

k-)/ |

,

i
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() 1 problem is not only with that, but with the hours of the

211brary.

{]) 3 MR. MILLER: We don't propose to burden the

4 Midland public library with these documents. I think we can

Snake arrangements to give you access to the documents at a
_

6 location where you would nct necessarily be constrained by

7the hours. I think it wcold be during normal business

8 hours, by and large, but I think we can work those

9 arrangements out.

10 MS. STAMIRIS4 I am wondering now, are you

11 speaking of documents in addition to what is in the

12 documents room at the Midland Lib ra ry ? Anything that I

13might ask for?-

1-4 HR. MILLERS Yes. Not anything that you might ask

15f or, but --

16 (General laughter.)
.

17 MR. MILLERS assuming it is an otherwise proper--

18 request , sure.

19 MR. LINENBERGER: Sir, your 60-day proposal is for

~ Mrequest and responses?

21 MR. MILLERa Yes, sir, that discovery would be
,

22 closed in 60 days.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What did you have in mind as a

(~~/\%. 24 tentative hearing date?

25 MR. MILLER: I would like to see the hearing date

em

%.
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\'~/ Ivery soon thereafter. This is not a situation in which any

2saf ety evalua tion report is required from the staff, and I

() 3think we can have our case set to go within 30 days after

4 the close of discovery.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Any comments on that proposal?
-

6 MR. MARSHALLS I would like to say, Mr. Chairman,

7I am sort of a slow learner in these things, and it may take-

8me a little bit longer, but when you are a little slower at

91t -- it is all new to me.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'Jould there be any objection if

11the Board were to order today the beginning of discovery

12 forthwith on those contentions as to which there were no~

13ob jections, without waiting for o'.tr prehearing conference

14orde r ?

15 MR. MILLER: That is satisf actory with us. Yes,

16 sir .
.

I'7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Then when we issue the prehearing

18 conf erence order, then we will set a time for discovery

19which in concept would not -- we would not take away the

*

20 time that you have already. This would be extra time, but

21ve urge you to take advantage of it, because these things do.

22not always go as easily as you might think.

23 So, the Board authorizes the use of the
,

24 Commission's discovery powers ef fective immediately with

25 respect to those contentions and parts of contentions as to
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) 1which there have been no objections.

2 By a later order, we vill issue a specific cut-off

(} 3date for all discovery.

4 MR. PATONa I would like to respond to Mr.

SM111er's suggestion. We discussed this briefly, and at the
.

6 time we discussed it, 60 days did not sound unreasonable.

?It is a pretty short period of time, considering the issues

81n the case. This is not the usual case. It is a

9 complicated case, and it is unusual, and i think that the

10 staff will do its best to move it expeditiously, but I -- I

11certainly -- you indicated you would wait now at least for a

12vhile to determine what the cutoff date would be, and maybe

13we could give you some comments in two or three weeks as to

O
14-- Maybe we will have a better estimate.

15 I just think maybe 60 days is possible, but I

16think that is an absolute minimum time. Mr. Miller says the

17staf f does not have to prepare a safety evaluation report.

18I am not sure what he means by that, but we are going to

19 pres ent evidence to this Board that will be -- it will be

* Elengthy and it will be complicated. It is not like we don't
1

21have anything to do. I thitk 60 days is an absolute minimum.
,

22 MR. COWAN: It occurs to me that if you take a

23 couple of weeks bef ore we get our conference order out and

24 add three months, you are right up to Christmas, so the

1
25hea ring is obviously going to be after the first of the

O
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lyear. From a practical point of view, that is about as

2early as I can see the process proceeding.

() 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: There is also the possibility

4 hat the Board -- it will necessarily be subjective. It mayt

Spick a period of time for discovery which we think sort of
.

6 fits the proceeding, and then if we see that information has

7not flowed as well as it should, then there is always the"

8 possibility we have to extend tha t, and that goes both ways.

9 How about the staff? Do you plan to have a

10 document room

11 MR. PATON: We have one. We have a public

12docu men t room in the library in Midland. It has been there

13for some tim e .

14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS The new procedural systems rules

15 provide for free transcripts to intervenors on the same

16 basis the staf f gets it. You will be getting a mailed copy,

17wo n ' t you? We all will.

18 MR. PATON: We discussed that at length, and I

19 expect to comply with whatever they wish. There'is some

*

20 possibility that --

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The Secretary does it now under,

22the new rule . There is a new rule in force at the Nuc1 car

23 Regulatory Commission which provides that on reque.<t,

241nterveno rs may be provided a free copy of transcripts, and
,

25the Board can control the distribution. That is, we can

L))
(
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( 1say, one transcript between you, or whatever.

2 For this particular proceeding, if you reques*, it,

[]} 3he will provide -- and I recommend that you do, because you

4vant to know what happened here -- we will provide free

5 transcripts to all of the intervenors that a ppeared, and
-

6then we will make different arrangements during the hearing.

7 Mr. Marshall?'

8 MR. MARSHALLS I requested by mail-o-gram those

9 transcripts yesterday that Mr. Paton had around some place,

10and didn ' t --

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Transcrires for this?

12 MR. MARSHALLS Yes, I did. I requested we furnish

13them af ter they are transcribed, of course.
O,

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are requesting them now?

15 MR. MARSHALL I have already requested them. I

16am just reiterating. I requested by mail-o-gram.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITHa We will isuue the necessary order

18when we get back. This is handled now by th e Secretary. We

19 don't have to worry about it unless we forget.

20 MS. STAMIRIS: I guess I want a little more time

21to think about it. I had in the past said that I did not
,

22wa nt to have the transcripts because I did not want

Zhdditional costs to be incurred on the taxpayers, and so, I

24am going to think about it a little more, an'd I may in fact

25 decide that I need to have them, if I am going to --

(m
-i-
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let me advise you that I don't

2believe you can eff ectively participa te in a proceeding this

th 3 complex -- I know that I can't -- without having a

4 transcript of what is happening. My memory is not that

5 good. My notes are not that good. And when I say free,
.

6 his is not free with the purchase of something else. It ist

7 free.*

8 All right? All right. You can make a request if

9you like. Do you understand what I am talking about?

10Without cost -- I feel like a television commercial.

11 (General laughter.)

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Without cost. Wi thout

13obliga tion. The only thing is that the rule provides you

14have to request them. Otherwise, I would have just mailed

15them to you, which I am going to do anyway.

16 (General laughter.)

17 MR. MILLER: Mr. Chairman, one matter for

18cla rifica tion . Is Mr. Marshall admitted in the OM

19pr oceedin g ?

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: M r. Marshall? That has not been

21 ruled upon. He has been found -- He has been found to have.

22in te res ts , I believe. We have not ruled on that. He is not

23 admitted until he has been found to have a contention.

24 MR. MILLER: Fair enough. Thank you.

25 MR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, if you consolidate -- if

im
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() lyou grant Consumers' motion f or consolidation even without a
1

2 contention --

3 MR. MILLEE: He will be in this proceeding.

4 MR. PATON: Unless -- Perhaps we could ask nim,

5would he intend to participate if that happened.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think we can ask him , ',ut I

7think it is quite clear fram the papers he has filed that he.

8 wishes to ligitate fully the issue of soil settlement and

9 ompaction, no matter when or where.C

10 MR. MARSHALLS I would like to have Mr. Paton read

11 this. The word was "f urnished" and they put " furthered" in

12 h er e . Yes, I intend to participate in all proceedings int

13 connection with this, and I may, for the record, as far as I

O 14ma y proceed. I have been 13 years in it now. I am getting

15old .

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is there anything further?

I'7 kR. PATON: Mr. Chairman, we addressed the two

18 petitioners joining as parties. I don't think we have done

19th a t , have we?

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I thought we did. I thought the-

21 first statement this morning --

.

22 MR. MILLER: We discussed yesterday the fact

2Gwhether Ms. Stamiris and Ms. Warren would consolidate,

() 24themselves as kind of joint- participation. We suggested it,

Mand I think there was tent'ative agreement to it. I don't

i em
'

.

-
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() Iknow there needs to be any formal Eoard action.

2 MR. PATON: Apparently they agree to that, that

3they' rould act as a party instead of two parties.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The advantage is, you can thereby

Sact as your mutual agents and distribute some of the work.

'

6I am not aware of any disadvantage.

7 MR. MILLERS Unless the question of how many
,

8 transcripts they are entitled to in a factor. I don't think

9that would necessarily follow.

* MS. STAMIRIS: We will decide that later anyway.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Decide what?

12 MS. STAMIRISs Whether we are requesting

13 tr a nsc rip ts .

14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS There is some logic behind that,

15because when you get a transcript and you see -- I see

16in a r ticulately I may have said something, it is very

17so be ring sometimes.

18 Is there any other business before we adjourn?

19 MR. PATONs Several hours ago you mentioned the

Epossibility of staff contentionr. If we do tnat, I would.

21sugg est that'we postpone that and possibly some time maybe
s

22af ter Consumers' position paper or af ter the issues have

23become more clarified to all the parties, we could get

(~~) 24together and arrange for possibly an agreement on the issues(,

25and the subissues in the case.

A
U
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() 1 If you would rather the staff submit a paper like

2 th at , we can do it.
a

3 CHAIRPAN SMITH: It would be very helpful to the'{ )
4Eoard, I believe', if you could do that, submit agreed upon

51ssues.
*

6 MR. LINENBERGER: Get together.

* 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

8 MR. PATON: We will attempt to do that.

9 I have one other brief item, Mr. Chairman. In the

10 course of the proceedings, the Chairman and Consumers both

11said that petitioners have done an outstanding job. I would

1211ke the staff to go along with that position. We also

'

13think they have done an outstanding job.

~O
14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Anything further? !

15 (No response.):

16 CHAIdnAN SMITH: All right, the prenearing

17 conf erence is adjourned then.

18 (Whereupon, at 2:10 p.m., the preheat ing

19 conf erence was adjourned . )

* 20

21
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